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Abstract
In this paper we study metastability and nucleation for a local version of 
the two-dimensional lattice gas with Kawasaki dynamics at low temperature 
and low density. Let ¡3 >  0 be the inverse temperature and let A C  A j C Z 2 
be two finite boxes. Particles perform independent random walks on A.g \ A 
and inside A feel exclusion as well as a binding energy U >  0 with particles at 
neighboring sites, i.e., inside A the dynamics follows a Metropolis algorithm with 
an attractive lattice gas Hamiltonian. The initial configuration is chosen such 
that A is empty, while a total of p\Ap\ particles is distributed randomly over 
Ap \ A with no exclusion. That is to say, initially the system, is in equilibrium 
with particle density p conditioned on A being empty. For large f3y the system in 
equilibrium has A fully occupied because of the binding energy. We consider the 
case where p =  for some A  € (U ,2U) and investigate how the transition
from empty to full takes place under the dynamics. In particular, we identify 
the size and shape of the critical droplet and the time of its creation in the limit 
as ¡3 —► oo for fixed A and liing-».^ J- log |A$| =  oo. In addition, we obtain some 
information on the typical trajectory of the system prior to the creation of the 
critical droplet. The choice A  € ({/, 2U) corresponds to the situation where 
the critical droplet has side length tc € (l,oo), i.e., the system is metastable.
The side length of A must be much larger than tc and independent of f3y but is 
otherwise arbitrary.
Because particles are conserved under Kawasaki dynamics, the analysis of 
metastability and nucleation is more difficult than for Ising spins under Glauber 
dynamics. The key point is to show that at low density the gas in A/3 \ A can
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be treated as a reservoir that creates particles with rate p at sites on the inte­
rior boundary of A and annihilates particles with rate 1 at sites on the exterior 
boundary of A. Once this approximation has been achieved, the problem re­
duces to understanding the local metastable behavior inside A in the presence of 
a non-conservative boundary. The dynamics inside A is still conservative and 
this difficulty has to be handled via local geometric arguments. Here it turns 
out that the Kawasaki dynamics has its own peculiarities. For instance, rect­
angular droplets tend to become square through a movement of particles along 
the border of the droplet. This is different from the behavior under the Glauber 
dynamics, where subcritical rectangular droplets are attracted by the maximal 
square contained in the interior, while supercritical rectangular droplets tend to 
grow uniformly in all directions (at least for not too large times) without being 
attracted by a square.
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N u n c  a g e , r e s  q u o n ia m  d o c u i  n o n  p o s s e  c r e a r i
DE NILO NEQUE ITEM GENITAS AD NIL REVOCARI,
NE QUA FORTE TAMEN COEPTES D IFFIDERE DICTIS 
QUOD NEQUEUNT OCULI RERUM PR IM ORD IA  CERNI
(Lucretius, De Rerum Natura)
1 Introduction and main results
In this paper we study metastability for conservative (C) dynamics. In particular, 
we study the transition to the liquid phase of a supersaturated vapour described by 
a local version of the two-dimensional lattice gas with Kawasaki dynamics at low 
temperature and low density.
Metastability is a relevant phenomenon for thermodynamic systems close to a 
first-order phase transition. Suppose the system is in a pure equilibrium phase, cor­
responding to a point in the phase diagram close to a first-order phase transition 
curve. Suppose we change the thermodynamic parameters to values associated with 
a different equilibrium phase, corresponding to a point on the opposite side of the 
curve. Then, in certain experimental situations, instead of undergoing a phase tran­
sition the system can remain in the old equilibrium, far from the new equilibrium, 
for a long time. This unstable old equilibrium, called metastable state, persists until 
an external perturbation or a spontaneous fluctuation leads the system to the stable 
new equilibrium.
Examples of metastable states are supersaturated vapours and solutions, super­
cooled liquids, and ferromagnets with a magnetization opposite to the magnetic field.
In Section 1.1 we recall some of the main features of metastability by describing 
some well-known results obtained for a non-conservative (NC) dynamics, namely Ising 
spins with Glauber dynamics. In Section 1.2 we introduce a conservative model, 
namely the lattice gas with Kawasaki dynamics, and discuss the main differences 
between C and NC. In Section 1.3 we propose a simplified model, where the interaction 
and the exclusion only act in a finite box, and formulate our main theorem establishing 
metastable behavior for this model. In Section 1.4 we give an outline of the key ideas 
needed to prove this theorem, which are further developed in the remainder of the 
paper. In Section 1.5 we collect some additional notation that is used throughout the 
paper.
1.1 The non-conservative case
1.1.1 Grand-canonical ensem ble. Let A C  Z 2 be a large finite box centered at the 
origin. With each site x € A we associate a spin variable a(x), assuming the values 
+ 1 or — 1. With each configuration a € X  = { —1,+1}A we associate an energy
H (v) =  - 7j  rT(x )a (y) -  \  (L 1 )
(x,y)e A* x€A
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where A* is the set of bonds between nearest-neighbor sites in A, J  > 0 is the pair 
interaction, ft > 0 is the magnetic field, and we assume periodic boundary condi­
tions on A. The grand-canonical Gibbs measure associated with the Hamiltonian H , 
describing the equilibrium properties of the system, is given by
e -PH(v)
H{a) =  ----- (a G X ), (1.2)
where Z  is the partition function
Z = J 2  er^H{(T) (1.3)
<rex
and ¡3 > 0 is the inverse temperature. The qualification “grand-canonical” is used 
here because h, plays the role of a chemical potential and the total magnetization 
SxeA a (x) is n°t constant under p.
It is well known that for every J ,h ,/3>  0 in the thermodynamic limit A Z 2 
a unique Gibbs state with a positive magnetization exists (see e.g. Ruelle [14], Sinai 
[20]). We will be interested in the regime where
A is large but finite, h £ (0 , 2 J), ¡3 —¥ oo. (1.4)
Let
EB = the configuration with a(x) =  +1 for all x € A , .
B = the configuration with a(x) =  — 1 for all x £ A. \ )
In the regime (1.4) the Gibbs measure will be concentrated around EB, which is the 
unique ground state of H. Clearly, E3 is only a local minimum of H, and it is therefore 
naturally related to metastability.
For fe N , let
E(£) = H (ai x i ) - H (B), (1.6)
where a ixe is the configuration in which the (+l)-spins form an £ x £ square, centered 
at the origin, in a sea of (^l)-spins. Then e^ i3 E (i '1 is the ratio of the probabilities to 
see (T£x£ resp. B  under the equilibrium p. It follows from (1.1) that E(£) =  4J £  — h£2, 
which is maximal for £ = ^-:
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F ig . 1. The energy of an I  x I  droplet (NC)
This means that, even though an arbitrarily small non-vanishing magnetic field de­
termines the phase, its effect is relevant only on sufficiently large space scales, namely 
t >  tc with
Only on such scales the volume energy dominates the surface energy and a larger 
square of (+l)-spins is energetically favorable over a smaller square (see Fig. 1). The 
choice h, £ (0,2 J) corresponds to l c £ (1, oo), i.e., to a non-trivial critical droplet size. 
This describes the metastable behavior from a static point of view.
1.1.2 G lau b er dynam ics. In order to describe the metastable behavior from a 
dynamic point of view, we introduce a discrete-time stochastic dynamics by means of 
a Markov chain on X  with transition probabilities P(a,a') satisfying the reversibility 
condition
¡i((j)P((j,(j') = , a) V<7, a' £ X, (1-8)
where \i is the Gibbs measure in (1.2), and the ergodicity condition
V<7, a' £ X  3t £ N such that P t(a,ar) > 0, (1.9)
where P' is the i-step transition kernel. From the ergodic theorem for reversible 
Markov chains it follows that P t(a, a') converges to n(a') as t —¥ oo for all a, a' £ X.
An explicit construction of a Markov chain satisfying the above conditions can be 
given, for instance, by the Glauber-Metropolis algorithm, which is defined as follows. 
For a £ X  and x £ A, let
o ’ in) =  I  &b,1 , l X * y (1.10)[ —a(y) if x = y
and choose as transition probabilities
if a' ^  ax Va: £ A
e-l3[H(a )-H(a)}+ jf (T'r H.r £ A
(1.11)
a = a' : P (a,a) =  1 — ^  P(a,a').
cr'^ cr
This dynamics randomly selects a site from A and flips the spin at this site with a 
probability equal to the Boltzmann weight associated with the positive part of the 
energy difference caused by the flip. We emphasize that the dynamics given by (1.11) 
is NC, in the sense that the total magnetization is not a conserved quantity.
1.1.3 M etastab ility . Suppose we consider the typical paths of the Markov chain 
defined by (1.11), starting from B, in the regime (1.4). We can use a computer 
simulation and perform a large number of independent runs (see e.g. Tomita and
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Miyashita [22]). What we see is that in the sea of ( —l)-spins small droplets of (+ 1)- 
spins appear, which however shrink and disappear before they are able to become 
large. Only after a very long time, and under the effect of a large fluctuation, a large 
enough droplet appears that grows without hesitation.
In order to understand this behavior, let us compare the probabilities of shrinking 
resp. growing for a connected cluster of (+l)-spins in a sea of ( —l)-spins. First of all, 
each cluster of (+l)-spins becomes rectangular after a finite time (independent of (i) 
with a probability of order one following a sequence of transitions with H (ax)—H(a) <
0. Indeed, the rectangle is the only shape such that: (i) all (+l)-spins have < 2 
nearest-neighbor ( —l)-spins; (ii) all ( —l)-spins have < 2 nearest-neighbor (+l)-spins. 
Hence for the rectangle there are no spins that can be flipped with H (ax) —H(a) < 0.
Starting from a rectangular cluster of (+l)-spins, to remove a row or column of 
length £ costs (£ — l)ft:
- [H(ax) — H(a)]+ =  [ft]+ = ft for each of the sites except the last one.
- [H(ax) — H(a)]+ =  [ft — 2 J]+ = 0 for the last site.
On the other hand, to add a row or column of length £ costs 2 J  — ft:
- [H(ax) — H(a)]+ =  [2 J  — h]+ =  2 J  — ft for the first site.
- [H(ax) — H(a)]+ =  [—ft]+ = 0 for each of the sites except the first one.
This means that if the minimal side length £ of the rectangular cluster is such that 
h(£ — 1) > 2J  — ft, i.e., £ > £c with £c given by (1.7), then it tends to grow, while if 
£ < £ c then it tends to shrink.
The above heuristic argument has been developed in a rigorous way by Neves and 
Schonmann [8], [9] (see also Schonmann [15], [16], [17]). Let (at)ten0 be the Markov- 
process on X  with transition probabilities as in (1.11). Write P<T,Ecr for its probability 
law and expectation on path space given = o. Let
Tp =  m in ji € No: o't = (1-12)
be the first hitting time of the configuration a. The main result for metastability 
reads:
Theorem 1.13 (Neves and Schonmann [8],[9]) Fix ft £ (0,2J), with ^  not integer, 
put £c = and suppose that A is sufficiently large.
(a) Let TZ be the set of configurations where the (+1 )-spins form a rectangle in a sea 
of ( —1 )-spins. For a £ TZ, let £i(cr) x £2 (0 ) be the rectangle of (+1 )-spins in a, and 
let £(a) = vcûn{£\(<j),£2 (0 )}• Then for any a £ TZ
£{a) < £c : lim Pcr(rH < th) = 1
I3^ oo Q 14\
>  f'c ■ l im  P ^ t h  <  t b )  =  1.
¡3—>00
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(b) Let TZ* be the set of configurations where the (+1 )-spins form an l c x ( ic — 1) or 
(ic — 1) x l c rectangle with a protuberance attached anywhere to one of the sides of 
length l c. Let 9 ^ ^  =  maxji < t b :  at =  B} and t b ,k » ,b  = min{i > $ b ,h : &t € TZ*}. 
Then
<  Tffl) =  1. (1.15)lim Pg (rg 7 
(3—¥ CO ’
(c) Let r  =  F( J, h) = 4 J l c - h {il -  i c + 1). Then
lim P a fe ^- 6^  < rffl < e(r+,5)/J) = 1  V5 > 0.
0—ÏOC \ /
(1.16)
■4 - 1-
F ig . 2. The critical droplet (NC)
TZ* is the set of critical droplets, i.e., the set of saddle points between B and B, and 
T(J,h) is the formation energy of a critical droplet under the Hamiltonian in (1.1). 
Theorem 1.13 not only identifies the size and shape of critical droplets (see Fig. 2), 
it also shows that TZ* is the “gate” of the transition from B to B and it identifies the 
transition time up to logarithmic equivalence in ¡3.
1.1.4 N ucleation. The problem of identifying the typical path of nucleation, i.e., 
the path between and rg, corresponds to the problem of the typical first exit 
of (at)teNo from a suitable region in the state space X. This problem is discussed in 
detail in Freidlin and Wentzell [5] Chapter 6, Schonmann [16], Olivieri and Scoppola
[10], [11], Catoni and Cerf [3] under rather general hypotheses on the Markov chain. 
We recall here the main result for the case of the Glauber Ising model.
A sequence of configurations u \ , . . . , a n (n G N) is called standard when:
1. the (+l)-spins of <7, form a rectangular droplet i?, =  £i,* x ¿2,*;
2. R i+1\Ri is a single row or a single column;
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3. if m in jii^ ,^ ,*}  < 4) then |4,* — 4,*| < 1;
4. R i =  2 x 2 and R n =  EEL
The configurations in such a sequence are stable, since they are local minima of H, 
i.e., H(ai) < m i n H(a'), where a' ~ a if and only if P(a,a') > 0. With each 
<7, it is possible to associate a permanence set Qi (a suitable “environment” of <7,: a 
generalized basin of attraction of <7, w.r.t. the dynamics at ¡3 =  oo) and a permanence 
time Tj =  E^ tq? (the mean exit time of Qi starting from <7j). In this way we obtain a 
standard sequence of permanence sets (see Olivieri and Scoppola [12] for more precise 
definitions).
For each standard sequence of permanence sets and each e > 0 we can introduce 
a tube of trajectories Tf:is(Qi, ■ ■ ■, Qn), defined as the set of paths of configurations 
visiting the ordered sequence Qi, - ■ ■ ,Q n and spending in each set Qi a time that falls 
in the interval [Tje_ '!'3, Tje+I!'3]. In terms of these quantities the main result for the 
path of nucleation reads:
Theorem 1.17 (Schonmann [16], Olivieri and Scoppola [12]) For every k, e > 0 there 
exists a /3q =  ƒ%(«, e) such that for all (i > (io
Pb [((Tt)te{6BM,Ta} G Tej/3(Q i, . . . ,  Qn) for some standard
\ _ (1.18) 
sequence of permanence sets Q i, ■ ■ ■, Qn ) > 1 — e^K,J.
Theorem 1.17 shows that the transition from E3 to ffl takes place in a narrow tube 
around rectangular droplets that are squares or quasi-squares when the droplet is 
subcritical.
The main idea behind Theorem 1.17 (which is actually valid in a much more gen­
eral context) is the following. The Markov chain (at)teN0 is in the Freidlin-Wentzell 
regime, i.e., its state space is finite and its transition probabilities satisfy the following 
estimates:
e-{V(rr,rr')+l,3](l < p f a  < e-[V(<T,<T')-7^  Vf7 ~ o\ (1.19)
where V(-,-) is a non-negative function, and lim^_s,007^ = 0. Indeed, this property 
trivially follows from (1.11), because A is fixed and V(a, a1) = [H(a1) — H(a)]+. With 
the help of (1.19) it is standard to obtain estimates on E^rg? and Pcr;(o'Te9 =  a') 
(see Freidlin and Wentzell [5] Chapter 6).
The main steps in the proof of Theorem 1.17 are the following:
(1) One must solve a certain sequence of variational problems defined in terms of the 
energy function H . These variational problems are minimax problems necessary 
to find the minimal saddle point energy between pairs of states a, a' defined by
H(a,a ') =  min maxH(r)), (1.20)
4>: cr—icr' i)E(fi
where <j>: a —¥ a' denotes a path from a to a'. The output of this first step is a 
standard sequence of configurations.
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(2) One must associate with each stable configuration a permanence set and a per­
manence time. This can be done by using a so-called cycle decomposition: 
indeed, the permanence sets are generalized cycles. Cycles can be defined in the 
Freidlin-Wetzell regime (see Freidlin and Wentzell [5] Chapter 6, Olivieri and 
Scoppola [12], Trouvé [23]). In the case of the Glauber Ising model cycles turn 
out to be connected sets of configurations with energy below a given value.
1.2 The conservative case
1 . 2 . 1  Canonical ensem ble. In the present paper we want to study the metastable 
behavior of conservative systems. To that end we consider a lattice gas model defined 
as follows. Let c  Z 2 be a large finite box centered at the origin, with periodic 
boundary conditions. With each x G A^ we associate an occupation variable i](x), 
assuming the values 0 or 1. A lattice gas configuration is denoted by ij G X  =  {0, l}Ai!. 
We consider the interaction defined by the following Hamiltonian:
H (t}) = -U  E T}(x)T}(y), (1.21)
(x,y) eA*
where AJ denotes the set of bonds in A^, i.e., there is a binding energy U > 0 between 
neighboring occupied sites. For A c  A^, we let
NA(r}) =  $ > ( * ) .  (1.22)
xEA
We fix the particle density in A^ at
1
v(x) =  P = e-A(i, (1.23)
I Art1 1 1  ieA,j
where A > 0 is an activity parameter. This corresponds to a total number of particles 
in A^ equal to
N = p\Al3\. (1.24)
On the set of configurations with N  particles
A\ {//f .V: .Y.vO,) A'}. (1.25)
we define the canonical Gibbs measure
e -PH ( r i ) l ( n )
VN{V) =  ----------— "Z ™  (rj G X), (1.26)
An
where
Y ,  e_/3H{n)- (1.27)
»)€ AOv
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We see from (1.23) and (1.24) that in order to have particles at all we must pick 
|A^ | at least exponentially large in (i. This means that the regime where is fixed, 
considered in the NC-case, has no relevance here. We will in fact be interested in the 
regime
A £ (U,2U), ¡3 y oo, lim * log|.V,| .x.. (1.28)
¡3-^ 00 [j
which takes over the role that (1.4) played in the NC-case.
1.2.2 Kaw asaki dynam ics. We define a stochastic dynamics in terms of a continuous­
time Markov chain (%)*>o with state space Mm , given by the following generator:
(£f)(r])= Y  c((x,y),v)[f(v{x,v)) ~ f(v)}, (1-29)
(x,y) GAJ
where
and
T](z) if z ^  x ,y  
r fx,y>l(z) =   ^ Tj\x) if z =  y (1.30)
r](y) if z =  x
c{{x,y),n) = e- ^H{^ ' vy)-H{^ + . (1.31)
It is easily verified that the reversibility condition holds:
isN(ri)c((x,y),ri) = vN(ri(x^)c((x ,y),ri(x^ ) .  (1.32)
The Markov chain (%)*>o can be represented as follows. With each bond b = 
(x,y) G A*0 we associate a random clock ringing at exponential times. When the 
clock at b rings, we consider the configuration with the particles swapped along b. 
This configuration is accepted with a Metropolis rate given by the Boltzmann factor 
in (1.31). More formally, for each bond b put r^o = 0 and let r^,, i G N, be the 
sequence of random times whose increments are i.i.d. exponentially distributed with 
mean 1. Since |A^ | < oo, we have
P(3b,b',i,i': rM = tV4/) =  0. (1.33)
Now, l i t  = Tb^ i for some b and i, then we define
_  j  T)t- with probability 1 —
\ with probability ,
while between ringing times the configuration stays fixed.
1.2.3 M etastability . In order to see that for the regime in (1.28) one can expect 
metastable behavior, let us consider the grand-canonical Gibbs measure associated 
with the model, i.e.,
p-f3Hx(v)
v \(v )  =  — y x— ’ L^ 35)
11
Hxfr) = H{rj) - X N ^r j) , (1.36)
A € R is an activity parameter, and
Zx = 'Y ^e~ i3Hx{'n)- (1-37)
vex
It turns out that if A = —A, then for the description of metastability the canonical 
Gibbs measure is equivalent to the grand-canonical Gibbs measure in the limit of 
large (i, provided they are suitably restricted in the following way.
Consider the lattice gas at low temperature at its condensation point. Let
„/a \  1 +  1 - m * { [3)
PiAP) = --- 2--- ’ = --- 2---   ^ '
denote the density of the liquid resp. gas phase. Here is the spontaneous
magnetization in the spin language (see (1.44)). Since
pg((i) = e-wP+m  (1.39)
we see that e^ 2U/3 can be identified as the density of the saturated gas at the conden­
sation point (in the sense of logarithmic equivalence in (i). Suppose that we slightly 
increase the density, avoiding however the appearance of droplets of the liquid phase. 
Then we get a supersaturated gas that can be described in terms of a restricted en­
semble (see Lebowitz and Penrose [7] and Capocaccia, Cassandro and Olivieri [2]), 
namely, the grand-canonical Gibbs measure restricted to a suitable subset of con­
figurations, for instance, where all sufficiently large clusters are suppressed. At low 
temperature this supersaturated gas will stay rarified, so that its metastable state can 
be described as a pure gas phase with strong mixing properties.
In these conditions, let us make a rough calculation of the probability to see an 
£ x £ droplet of occupied sites centered at the origin. Under the restricted ensemble, 
which we denote by p*, we have
p*(£ x £ droplet) = (1.40)
since p is the probability to find a particle at a given site and U is the binding energy 
between particles at neighboring sites. Substituting p =  we obtain
p*(£ x £  droplet) = e~fiE(-i\ (1.41)
where
E(£) = 2U £^ (2U ^  A )f2. (1.42)
where
12
The maximum of E(£) is at £ =  9t7^ _A :
F ig . 3. The energy of an £ x £ droplet (C)
This means that droplets with side length £ < £c have a probability decreasing in £ 
and droplets with side length £ > £c a probability increasing in £, where
l‘=\w=*\ (L43)
(see Fig. 3). The choice A £ (U,2U) corresponds to £c £ (l,oo), i.e., to a non-trivial 
critical droplet size.
Another way of understanding our choice of A is the following. In the grand- 
canonical Gibbs measure the configuration can be represented in terms of spin vari­
ables. Indeed, after we make the substitution t } ( x )  =  1+^ (a) ; where a(x) £ { —1,+1} 
is a spin variable, we can write
H \(a) =  £  I ± | M I ± | M _ a £  1± |M
(x,y) GAJ xeAp
(1.44)
= —-j o(x)o(y) - 211 2 X a (x) + const.
(x,y) GAJ xeA/3
So if A = —A, then we have a spin Hamiltonian like (1.1) with pair interaction 
J  = and magnetic field h, = 2U — A. By the discussion developed in Section 1.1.3, 
we therefore expect metastable behavior with a critical droplet size given by (1.43) 
(compare with (1.7)). The metastable behavior for the NC-case in the spin language 
occurs when h, £ (0,2J). This corresponds precisely to A £ (U ,2U).
In physical terms, A £ (0,U ) corresponds to the unstable gas, A = U to the 
spinodal point, A £ (U, 2U) to the metastable gas, A 21' io the condensation 
point, and A £ (2U, oo) to the stable gas.
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The above describes the metastable behavior from a static point of view. A 
comparison of Glauber vs. Kawasaki dynamics in the spin language is indicated in 
the following figure:
F ig . 4. Relaxation to equilibrium for Glauber (G) and Kawasaki (K) dynamics
In Fig. 4 the boldface dashed lines represent the “metastable branches”. In the 
description with the restricted ensemble there is a specific value of h, that corresponds 
to a canonical metastable state with magnetization to. The horizontal dashed line 
(labelled with K) represents a Kawasaki transition towards a stable equilibrium with 
the same global magnetization but with a “segregation” of the two stable pure phases 
in the equilibrium grand-canonical ensemble at h, =  0: the saturated gas and the 
condensed gas (or liquid) at the condensation point.
1.2.4 Local description. Let us now consider the metastable behavior from a 
dynamic point of view and see what happens locally. As discussed in the NC-case, 
we want to compare the probabilities of growing resp. shrinking for a rectangular 
cluster of particles. Again the argument will be very rough. Suppose we pick a 
large finite box A, centered at the origin, and start with an £ x £ droplet inside A. 
Suppose that the effect on A of the gas in A^ \ A may be described in terms of the 
creation of new particles with rate p =  at sites on the interior boundary of A
and the annihilation of particles with rate 1 at sites on the exterior boundary of A. 
In other words, suppose that inside A the Kawasaki dynamics may be described by a 
Metropolis algorithm with energy given by the local grand-canonical Hamiltonian:
H(rj) = H(rj) + A NK(rj). (1.45)
Then the energy barriers for adding resp. removing a row or column of length £ are 
given in terms of the local saddles of H  (see Fig. 5):
energy barrier for adding = 2A — U
energy barrier for removing = (2U — A)(£ — 2) + 2U,
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and the balance of the two barriers indeed gives the critical size l c in (1.43).
F ig . 5. Local saddles of H
Let us briefly discuss the main difficulties arising in the attempt to develop the 
above idea rigorously and underline the main differences with the NC-case. As we 
already remarked, in the C-case the Markov chain (r/f. )f>0 is not in the Freidlin- 
Wentzell regime, so we need new ideas. The real difficulty is to find the correct 
way to treat the gas in Ap \ A. The heuristic discussion given above was based 
on the assumption that the dynamics inside A is effectively described by the local 
grand-canonical Hamiltonian H  in (1.45). However, unlike the NC-dynamics. the C- 
dynamics is not really local: particles must arrive from or return to the gas, which acts 
as a reservoir. It is therefore not possible to decouple the dynamics of the particles 
inside A from the dynamics of the gas in Ap \ A. This means that the gas must be 
controlled in some detail in order to prove that the above assumption is indeed a good 
enough approximation.
A second consequence of the non-local behavior of the C-dynamics is that the 
argument used in the NC-case. based on the stability of configurations and on the 
corresponding partition into cycles of the state space (see Section 1.1.4). is completely 
lost in the C-case. In other words, we cannot define the stability of a configuration 
inside A. since it depends on the configuration in Ap \ A. A different aspect of the
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same problem is the following: What is the mechanism by which the gas remains in 
or close to equilibrium, so that its description in terms of H  is correct, even over long 
time intervals during which exchange of many particles occurs ?
1.3 A simplified m odel
Unfortunately, we are unable to handle the model described in Section 1.2. Instead, 
in the present paper we solve the problem of metastability for a simplified model. 
Namely, we remove the interaction outside the box A0 = A \ d^A, with 9-A the 
interior boundary of A, i.e., we replace the interaction energy (1.21) by
Moreover, we also remove the exclusion outside A, i.e., the dynamics of the gas outside
us to control the gas and to overcome the difficulties outlined in Section 1.2.4. 
Our state space is
where H  is the Hamiltonian in (1.47). Throughout the remainder of this paper we 
assume that we are in the regime (1.28).
Our main theorem reads as follows. Let
For T] £ X  =  {0,1}A, let denote the canonical Gibbs measure conditioned on the 
configuration inside A being fj, i.e.,
where 1^  =  {q  £ X : r =  r]}, with T]]^  the restriction of r] to A, and v  is the canonical 
Gibbs measure defined in (1.24-1.26). For fj € X  =  { 0, 1}A, write P„-, E„- to denote 
the probability law and expectation for the Markov process (r]t)t>o on X  following 
the Kawasaki dynamics with Hamiltonian (1.47) given that r]0 is chosen according to 
ffj. Write □  to denote the empty configuration in A, i.e., □  =  In- For A d  X , let
H(rj) = ^ 2  v(x)v(î/)-
(x,y) GÂJ
(1.47)
A is that of independent random walks ( i r w ’s). These two simplifications will allow
A\ {>i (r -V: JVA„fa) = W} (1.48)
where X  =  {0,1}A x N(f'3''A, Nji/3 (ij) = YhxeA-p rl(x) anf* ^  =  (with p = e Af3).
The local grand-canonical Hamiltonian is
H(rj) = H{r,) + A Nx{r,) (1.49)
m =  [r] £ X: T](x) =  1 Va: G A0} 
D = { t j  £ X: T}(x) =  0 Va: G A}.
(1.50)
(1.51)
T4 = m in ji > 0: r]t. £ »4} (1.52)
be the first hitting time of the set A.
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T h e o re m  1.53 Fix A £ (§£/,2£/), with n f iA not integer, put £c =  , and
suppose that linily_>.oc, log |A^ | = oc.
(a) Let R  C  X  be the set of configurations inside A where the particles form a square 
or quasi-square contained in A0. For f/ £ 'R, let £i(fi) x with \£i (f/) — Î-2(^ 7)| < 1 
be the square or quasi-square of particles in fj, and let £(fi) =  min {Î i ( '/y ), Î-2 ( ^7 )} • Then 
for any f/ £ 'R
£{fj) <  £c ■ Urn (7D < r«) =  1
' 1X1 (1 54)
£( f l )>£c : lim < v . )  1. 1 '
p—¥ OO
(b) Let C* be the set of configurations defined in (4-21) (see Fig. 6 for an example). 
Let 8n,m = niaxji < r*: £ □} and rn ■ = min{i > rli € C*}. Then
lim (tD c, a < rB ) = 1. (1.55)
f)-¥OC‘ u
(c) Let F =  T{U,A) = — U{2£2C - 4£c + 2) + A(£2 ^ £ c + 2). Then
lim P„ (elT-S)ti < r m < elT+S)(i) = 1 V6 > 0. (1.56)
fl-ïOO U \ /
□
F i g .  6. A critical configuration (C)
Theorem 1.53 is the analogue of Theorem 1.13. There are. however, a number of 
important differences.
The mechanisms for the evolution of clusters under the Kawasaki dynamics 
and the Glauber dynamics are different. In particular, under the Kawasaki 
dynamics there is a movement of particles along the border of a rectangular 
droplet, leading to a (more stable) square droplet on a time scale much shorter
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than the one needed to grow or shrink (of order eA(3). Moreover, the sub- vs. 
supercriticality of a rectangle (i.e., its tendency to reach □ before ■ or vice 
versa) is related to its area. In contrast, under the Glauber dynamics the sub- 
vs. supercriticality is related to its minimal side length: a subcritical rectangle is 
attracted by the maximal square contained in its interior, while a supercritical 
rectangle does not manifest any tendency towards a square shape.
- Theorem 1.53(a): We only identify the sub- vs. supercriticality of squares and 
quasi-squares. We believe that it is possible to show that, starting from an 
4  x 4  rectangle that is not square or quasi-square, the system forms a square 
or quasi-square with volume > 4 4  in a time of order eA(3 and from there 
proceeds as described in (1.54).
- Theorem 1.53(b): C* is the set of critical droplets, i.e., the set of saddle points 
between □ and ■, that form the “gate” of the transition from □ to ■. Let 
it* C X  be the set of configurations inside A where the particles form an
4  x (4  — 1) or (4  — 1) x 4  quasi-square with a protuberance attached anywhere to 
one of the sides of length 4  and with a free particle anywhere else, all contained 
in A0 (see Fig. 6). We will see in Section 4.2 that C* consists of all configurations 
that are “[/-equivalent” to some configuration in it* , i.e., can be connected to 
that configuration via a path with a “maximal saddle U” and vice versa. In 
particular, C* D it*, but the full set is more complex (see Fig. 9 in Section 
5.2). This complexity comes from the fact that under the Kawasaki dynamics 
particles can move along the border of a rectangular droplet at a cost U.
- Theorem 1.53(c): T(U, A) is the energy of a critical droplet under the local 
grand-canonical Hamiltonian in (1.49).
The critical configuration in Fig. 6 has the same shape as in the NC-case (see 
Fig. 2), but with an extra free particle. This particle signals that the “gate” of the 
transition from □ to ■ has been passed and that the droplet starts to grow without 
hesitation.
It is certainly feasible to also prove the analogue of Theorem 1.17 for the simplified 
model. However, in the present paper we will not address this issue for reasons of 
space.
R em arks:
(1) Our proof of Theorem 1.53 shows that the convergence in (1.54-1.56) is exponen­
tially fast in ¡3.
(2) As explained above, the removal of the interaction outside A0 and the exclusion 
outside A allows us to mathematically control the gas. From a physical point of 
view this approximation seems very reasonable, because ¡3 —¥ oo corresponds to a low 
density limit (p =  e_Ai3) in which the gas essentially behaves like an ideal gas.
(3) In the simplified model we are focussing on the local aspects of metastability and 
nucleation: the removal of the interaction outside A0 forces the critical droplet to 
appear inside A0. In the original model with interaction and exclusion throughout
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A^, if liminf^-s.oo -|log|A^| is large enough, then the decay from the metastable to 
the stable state is driven by the formation of many droplets far away from the origin, 
which subsequently grow, coalesce and reach A0. This is a much harder problem, 
which we hope to tackle in the future (see Deghampour and Schonmann [4] for a 
description of this behavior for Ising spins under Glauber dynamics). In the original 
model also the question of the growth of large supercritical droplets comes up, which 
is absent for the simplified model because A0 is finite. For Kawasaki dynamics this 
poses new problems compared to Glauber dynamics, because large droplets deplete 
the gas.
1.4 O utline of the paper
Our strategy to prove Theorem 1.53 will be the following. In Section 2 we show that, 
under the measure (f] € X), particle densities in suitable regions around A are not 
too far from their expected value. With the help of large deviation estimates we show 
that these density properties are preserved under the dynamics over very long time 
intervals with a very large probability. In Section 3 we use this fact to control the gas, 
essentially via a series of mixing propositions. Once the gas behavior is under control, 
we start to tackle the metastability problem inside A. This is done in Sections 6-7 
via recurrence and reduction. Namely, in Section 6 we show that certain subsets of 
configurations of increasing “regularity”
Xx d X 2 d X3 (1.57)
are visited by the process on certain basic time scales
7'i = e0/3 •€ T-> eUf1 •€ 7], eA/J. (1.58)
This fact leads us in Section 7 to define a reduced Markov chain with state space 
X3, whose transition probabilities we can estimate in a way that allows us to control 
the metastable behavior. In essence, we show that this reduced chain is “equivalent” 
in its metastable behavior to a local Markov chain with state space X  =  {0,1}A 
that is reversible w.r.t. the local grand-canonical Hamiltonian H  defined in (1.49). 
This approximation is what drives the argument. In Section 5 we study the local 
Markov chain using general ideas from renormalization. The dynamics inside A is 
still conservative, and this difficulty has to be handled via local geometric arguments, 
as explained in Section 4. Here we also show that the Kawasaki dynamics has its 
own peculiarities, which need to be understood in order to describe the evolution of 
droplets. The proof of our main result in Theorem 1.53 comes in Section 8. Here 
the fact that the full Markov chain is reversible w.r.t. the canonical Gibbs measure 
plays an important role. In Section 9 we prove the equivalence of the canonical and 
the grand-canonical ensemble for the simplified model in the regime (1.28). This 
equivalence is used in some of the calculations.
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1.5 A dditional notation
Before we start the proof of Theorem 1.53, we collect some additional notation beyond 
(1.47-1.52).
We use capital letters for subsets of Z 2, calligraphic capital letters for subsets of 
the configuration space X, and boldface capital letters for events involving the Markov- 
process and the clocks. This style is used consistently in order to keep different types 
of quantities apart. We use the symbols t,T  for time, v for the canonical Gibbs 
measure with particle density p =  (recall (1.24-1.26)), and k for a generic
positive constant.
For A c  Z 2, the set of (nearest-neighbor) bonds in A is
For A c  X, the base of A  is
base(„4) = min{.4 c  Z 2: rj G A  =>■ (( G A  V( such that = t ] \ a ) } ,  (1.60)
i.e., the minimal set of sites on which the configuration determines the event A. For 
A c  Z 2, the interior resp. exterior boundary of A are
For <gN , the box with side length £ centered at the origin is denoted by A¿. The 
side length of A0, the local box appearing in the Hamiltonian H  in (1.47), is £q. We 
assume that £q ^> £c, the critical droplet size defined in (1.43).
All quantities that live on A are written with a bar on top, in order to distinguish 
them from quantities that live on A^ or other boxes. A function ¡3 f(/3) is called 
superexponentially small (se s ) if
We frequently round off large integers, in order to avoid a plethora of brackets like
2 LD-estimates for clocks and equilibrium
In this section we formulate several large deviation estimates that will be needed later 
on.
2.1 LD -estim ates for clocks
Let Tbj, i G N, denote the ringing times of the clock at bond b. For t > 0, let 
rj,(i) =  max{* G N: < t} denote the number of rings prior to time t. For
'4* = {b=  (x,y): x,y G .4}. (1.59)
d A = {x G A: 3b = (x,y): y A} 
i) ' . 1 = {x A: 3b = (x,y): y G A}.
(1.61)
(1.62)
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m ,n  G N, put rt,(n,n + m ) = rt,(n + m) —r^n). For A c  Z 2, T > 0  and 5 > 0, define
R A;-(4) = jVfe G A* Vn < T Vto > e5/J: r6(n,n + TO) G [|to,§to]}. (2.1)
Proposition 2.2 below shows that clocks ring regularly over long time intervals. This 
proposition will be needed to switch from continuous to discrete time.
Proposition  2.2 For all A  c  Z 2, T >  0 and Ô >  0
P(Ry(.4)c) < T|.4*|ses. (2.3)
Proof. Write
P(Rf,(.4)c) = jife G A* 3n < T 3m > e5f3: rb(n,n + to) $ [|to, §to] j
< T|.4*| £  P(ï*6o(0,to) <£ [|to, |to]),
m>e5P
where 6q is any given bond. We have
r 60(0)to) <  | T O ^ r 6ojri rol >  to 
r6o(0,TO) > |TO^-T6oir|rol < TO.
(2.4)
(2.5)
Since T{,0jTO = xi + • • • + Xm, with (x*)*gn i-id. exponential random variables with 
mean 1, a standard LD-estimate gives that the summand of the last term in (2.4) is
< e^Km for some k > 0. Hence the claim follows. Q E D
2.2 LD -estim ates for equilibrium
2.2.1 H itting tim es. Proposition 2.6 below gives us an estimate on the hitting time, 
under the dynamics starting in equilibrium, of sets that have a small probability under 
the equilibrium measure.
Proposition  2.6 Let A  C X  and T4 =  infjs > 0:r]s £ A}. Then for any t > 0
ffV(T4 < i) =  E  < t) < 3i|BASE(„4)*|i/(„4). (2.7)
vex
The same holds when v is replaced by v® = v\q/ v{B) for any B C X.
Proof. Fix A. For s > 0, let
Fs = {r)s £ A, r]n ^ A  VO < u < s}. (2.8)
Fix e > 0 and define
R s = {some clock in BASE(„4)* rings during [s,s + e)}. (2.9)
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Then we have
P ^ t 4 < t) =  P„(3s G [0, t): F s)
= P„(3s G [0, t): F s n R s) + P„(3s G [0, t): F s n R£).
The first term equals Pv(tj, < i ) [ l  — because clocks have no memory.
The second term is bounded above by
P„(30 < i < tie: T)i( G »4) < -v(A), (2-11)
e
where we use that Vl/(r]if G A) does not depend on i because v is the equilibrium 
measure. Combining the latter two observations with (2.10) we get
P , ( ^ < i ) < M - 4 ) [ ^ l BASE^ * l] .  (2.12)
Optimize over e, i.e., pick e =  1/|BASE(„4)*|, to arrive at the claim. Q E D
2.2.2 Recurrence tim es. Proposition 2.13 below gives us control over the successive 
times at which the dynamics hits a certain set. This proposition will be needed later 
on to establish recurrence properties to certain special sets.
Proposition  2.13 Let T < T ' < T" and let A ,B  C X. Suppose that there exists an 
event E T C X [°,T) such that
(*) E T C {3tG [0,T):r,t G A}
(ii) min Pw (Et ) > p > 0. (2-14)
m gb
Then
Vv (3t G [0, T"): r/s <£ A  Vs £ [t,t + T'))
< T" [3|BASE(Bc)*|i/(Bc) + (1 - p)T'/T] . 2^'15^
Proof. Pick any t G [0,T"). Split the time interval [t,t + T') into pieces of length 
T. By (2.14)(i—ii), on the event {rgc > T"}, if at the beginning of a piece the process 
is not in A, then it has a probability at most 1 — p not to enter A  during this piece. 
Hence the probability not to enter A  during the time interval [t, t + T') is at most 
(1 —p)T /T by the Markov property. Consequently,
P„ ( i i  G [0, T"): A  Vs €[t,t + T')) < Pv(tbc < T") + T"( 1 - p f  !T. (2.16)
Now use Proposition 2.6 to get the claim. Q E D
2 .2.3 Partic le  density in annuli around A. Propositions 2.17-2.23 below give us 
control over the number of particles in annuli around A with a side length that is close 
to the mean particle distance on an exponential scale. In the proofs we compute the
(2.10)
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estimates using the grand-canonical Gibbs measure \i on Z 2 with particle density p, 
rather than the canonical Gibbs measure v on with total particle number p|A^ |. 
However, by the equivalence of ensembles proved in Section 9, the difference is SES 
under our assumption that lim^_s,00 -|log|A^| = oo (see the remark at the end of 
Section 9).
Proposition  2.17 Let 7  >  0 and 1+ =  e ^ A+^ . Then fo r all 7 ' G (0,7)
v ({jj G X: NAi+xKo(t}) < e7''3}) =  SES. (2.18)
Proof. Abbreviate M  = e7 13. Let A = {rj G X: NAi \A(r)) < M}. Then
fi(A) < eM £  ii(T}) er NAl+VA{,l)
= eM(l + o(l)) exp[—(1 — e_ 1)e7'3],
where we use that \i outside A places particles according to a Poisson random field 
with density p, and we note that |Aj+| = e7^ /p. Q E D
Proposition  2.20 Let 7  > 0 and I =  . Then
v ({jj G X: NAl_Vu(r}) > log/?}) = SES. (2.21)
Proof. Abbreviate M  = log¡3. Let A  = [r] G X: NAl \A(r]) > M}. Then
H(A) < e - ^ M £  h (t}) e7'3JVA<-^(’?)
=  e-7/3M[e(e^-l)pj|A,_\A| (2-22)
= + o(l)),
where we note that |Aj_| = e_ 7^ /p. Q E D
Proposition  2.23 Let 7  > 0 and Z_ =  e^ A_7)'3. Then fo r all n G N
v ({jj G X: N2 ,+iAi_ \2»Ai_ (r/) > (2n + 1 - 2”)2 log /?}) = (SES)2' " . (2.24)
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Proof. Abbreviate M  =  log¡3. For n £ N, let A n =  {q  £ X : JV2»+iA| \2»a, {'H) 
> (2”+1 — 2”)2M}. The same estimate as in (2.22) gives
fi(An) <  e-7(2" + 1- 2")2/31og/3(1 +  ^  ^  £  ^  
with the error term uniform in n. Q E D
Define
X j  =  { tj £ X
Xq =  {n £ x
X ° 'n =  { r , £ X
and put
Xo =  x j  n x 2 n { p| x * ' n }. (2.27)
nGN
Proposition  2.28 Let A t  =  {%  £ X0 Vi £ [0, T )}. Then
P ,( A ct ) =  SES fo r all T  <  eCfS with C  arbitrarily large. (2.29)
Proof. Estimate
ÏV(ACT) < ÿv(t{xi y < T )  + Pv { t ( X 2Y  < T )  + Y  3.n)c < T ) (2.30)
nGN
and use Proposition 2.6 in combination with Propositions 2.17-2.23. Here note that 
|base((A’q )c)*|, |base((A’(|)c)*| and 2_2”|base((A’q’”)c)*| grow only exponentially 
fast with ¡3. Q E D
Proposition 2.28 will be crucial later on. Namely, it says that over the expo­
nentially long intervals we are considering for the metastable behavior we may as 
well assume that the process (r]t)t>o never leaves X0. The set X 0 consists of those 
configurations where the gas outside A is “close to equilibrium”.
3 LD-estimates for independent random walks
In this section we formulate several large deviation estimates that involve hitting times 
for particles performing independent random walks. We do the estimates pretending 
that the random walks live on Z 2 instead of A^. However, this only causes an error 
that is SES because of our assumption that lim ^oo j  log | A^ | = oo.
N a ,+ \k (v) >
NAl_\7dv) < l o g (2.26) 
iV2n+1 A,_\2»A,_fa) < (2”+1 — 2”)2 log ¡3}
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3.1 LD -estim ates for a single random walk
3.1.1 H itting tim es. Let
(&)t>o (3-1)
be simple random walk on Z 2 with jump rate 1. Let Wx denote its law on path space 
given Co = x. Let =  m in ji >0 : & G A}. Proposition 3.2 below gives us control 
over t\ when the random walk starts from x G 9+A.
Proposition  3.2 There exist k >  0 and to >  0 such that fo r all t >  to
min_ Pæ(rA > t) > (3.3)
*ee+A logi
Proof. We begin by proving the analogous estimate for discrete time.
1. Let (Cn)neNo be simple random walk on Z 2. Let = m injn >0: G A} (which 
does not include n =  0), and put
9‘n = max{0 < m < n: Cm € A}. (3.4)
Pick x G A and write
n n
1 = ^ 2 vx ( d n = m ) = Y l  vx(^m = yWy(TA>n-m).  (3.5)
m= 0 m=0 y£d~\
Split the sum over to into two parts: 0 < m < n( 1 — ¡3^ )  and the rest. The first 
part can be bounded above by
|9_ A|[l+ V  — 1 max Pv(tx > , H (3.6)
1 'L ^  r n iyed-7\ V log n>
m = l
where we use that
maxPo(£TO = z) < —  Vto > 1 (3.7)
zGZ2 TO
(see Spitzer [21] Section 7). The second part can be bounded above by
Combining the two bounds in (3.6) and (3.8) with (3.5), we obtain, for n large enough,
2. Since any two sites in d A can be connected by a path outside A of length at most 
2 ( £ 0 + 2), it follows that uniformly in n
min_ P « ( t a  >  7—— ') >  K3 max_ P „ ( t i  >  —^------ k A .  (3.10)
y ea-A V log n J  yea-a V logn /
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Together with (3.9) this gives
min Px (ta > r^— ) >  (3.11)
xea-A V log n/ log n
which implies (3.3) for discrete time after replacing n by nlogn .
3. The extension to continuous time is trivial, via a standard LD-estimate on the 
clock of the random walk. Q E D
The bound in Proposition 3.2 decays very slowly with t because SRW on Z 2 is 
only marginally recurrent. This slow decay will be useful later on in estimates of 
probabilities of various events where we want to keep particles away from A.
3.1.2 Trapping tim es. Let A be a rectangular subset of Z 2. Let
(^)t>o  (3.12)
be simple random walk on Z 2 \ A with jump rate 1 with the property that when it 
hits i) ' . 1 it gets “trapped”, in the sense that a step from i) ' . 1 to 9++.4, the exterior 
boundary of A U i) ' A. occurs at rate e^u/3. Proposition 3.13 below gives us control 
over the time this random walk spends in the trap d+ A starting from x G 9++A
Proposition  3.13 There exist k =  k (A ) > 0 and (3q >  0 such that for all ô >  0, all 
¡3 >  ¡3o and all t G [eU/3, e° '9] with U <  C  <  oo
( 3 -1 4 )
Proof. Again, we first prove the analogous estimate for discrete time. The proof 
uses the following asymptotic result for simple random walk (£ n )n e N 0 on Z 2. Let 
To = m injn >0: = 0}. Then there exists a % > 0 such that
Pæ('To = n) ~ — — — (Vx G Z 2, n -¥ oo) (3.15)
n log" n
(see Spitzer [21] Section 7).
1. From (3.15) it is easily deduced that for all rectangular A c  Z 2 there exists a 
k =  k(A) > 0 such that
min Px ( t 9 + a  = n) > (n oo), (3.16)
xe9++A nlog" n
where t 9+a  =  m injn >0: G d+ A}.
2. Let (Cn ) » g n 0 be the discrete-time version of (3.12). Let no =  e^u ^s'li3 -C n. Then, 
for x G d++A,
Px(f^ € d + A) >  (1 +  o(l)) Pæ(n -  n0 < t 9 + a  <  n). (3.17)
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Here we throw away all the first hits of i ) ' . 1 at or prior to time n — no and require 
the random walk to stay trapped for a time at least no- The latter costs not more 
than (1 — e^Ul3)n° =  1 — e^s^ +0^ .  But, by (3.16), we have
raio
c€0+ + J4 "  — ' — ' to lo g 2 to n lo g 2 n
m = n  — no + 1 °  °
, . ^^  tv ftjll q . .
mm Pæ(n - n0 < t 9 + a  < n) > )  — -— 5------ -— —  ( n ->■ oo),
= «+4- A f  ^ rn  I c\ re rn  r, I/-»«'“' n
(3.18)
and so for all n £ [eU/3 ,eC/3] and (i sufficiently large
,mjn+ / l (i„  e i>+.4) >  <M .)
3. The extension to continuous time is again trivial, via a standard LD-estimate on 
the clock of the random walk. Q E D
Proposition 3.13 will be used to control the time that particles arriving from the 
gas stay attached to a droplet inside A.
3.2 M ixing propositions for independent random walks
In the following propositions, X0 is the set of configurations defined in (2.26-2.27).
For T]0 £ X0, let (r]o) denote the event that no particle in r]0 fl (A^ \ A) enters A 
within time T = eSA^ z 'li3 and all of them are outside k.i_ at time T. We recall that
i_  =  e hiA-~v')i3.
Proposition  3.20 For all 7 > 0 there exist k > 0 and @0 > 0 such that for all 
¡3 >  fio : minwG^0 VVo ( c J(m )) >  (k/[3)10^ .
Proof. Because outside A particles perform independent simple random walks (see
(3.1)), we have
r i los ß
min P%(C7(jjo)) > min_ Pæ(rA > T. i r  ¥ A / J  , (3.21)
»)o€A’o Lx€0+A J
where we use that NAe \A(»jo) < log/? for all r]o £ X0, and that the probability 
between square brackets is minimal in x £ A.(_ \ A when x £ 9+A. We have
Pæ(rA > T. £, $ A/_) > Pæ(rA > T) - PX(ÇT £ A/_). (3.22)
But, by Proposition 3.2, we know that
min Pæ(rA > T) > ~ Kl , (3.23)
x€0+ A logT (A - j )ß
while (3.7) gives
Ö+A v 7 T
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Insert (3.23-3.24) into (3.22) to get the claim. Q E D
For T]0 £ X 0, let C l ’S(r]o) denote the event that no particle in i]0n (Z 2\A/_) enters 
A within time T = eSA^s'li3.
Proposition  3.25 For all Ô >  7 > 0: mmm<zx0 (■C l ’5(rio)) =  1 ^ S E S .
Proof. We have
Fm( C l s(m ) ) =  n  ¥x(tk > T ) ^ =  J J  [ l- P a(7 x < T )p W . (3.26)
x€Z2\A*_ x€Z2\Ai_
But, by Brownian approximation, we have
Px(TA < î 1) < exp[^ «;|a;|2/r] -C 1 (3.27)
uniformly in x £ Z 2 \ i\(_. Hence, for ¡3 sufficiently large,
Vr,0(C 2 ,S(,no)) >  exp I  - ^ ^ 2  Voix) exp[^K|a:|2/r] j .  (3.28)
xGZ2\Ai_
The sum in the exponent can be estimated from above by
OO
E  ^ 2» + ^ .  \2» A i_  (Vo) exp[^K|22»e(5-^'3]. (3.29)
n=0
Hence the claim follows via (2.26). Q E D
For rjo £ Xo, ti > e(A_27^  and xi £ d~A, let
C 7(% ;ii;* i)  (3.30)
denote the event that some particle from r]0 fl (Z2\ A) enters A during the time interval 
[ti,ti + 1) at site x\ without having entered A during the time interval [t\ — T\,t{) 
with Ti = e (A - 2^)l3.
Proposition  3.31 For all 7 > 0 there exist k >  0 and (3q >  0 such that fo r all
(3 > (30:
min P%(C7(i]0; i i ;* i) )  < Ke-{A-2~f)f3log 13 (3.32)
Vo€X0
uniformly in Ti < t \  < T  =  eCl3 and x\ £ d^ A , with C  arbitrarily large.
Proof. Let us look at the particle configuration at time t i —T\. By Proposition 2.28 
we know that with a probability 1 — SES this configuration falls in X 0. Hence, using 
the Markov property at time t\ —T\, we get
max P%(CJ(jjo; î i ;x i))
no<èX0
=  SES + m a x  X] P w (»]t l _ Tl =  ?j)P% ( C j ( j j o ; i i ; x i )  | Vti-T i = r j ) .
I0W0 rjfzXo
(3.33)
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But, by Proposition 3.25 and (3.7), we have
maxPw (Cj(i]0;ii;a:i) | % -i\  =  rj)
<  SES +  m ax  f ] ( xW x (^Tl =  x i)
(3.34)
<  SES +  ff- m ax  N Ae \^ A (r])
Substitution into (3.33) gives the claim. QED
Propositions 3.20-3.31 will be needed to  control the dynamics of the gas outside
A.
4 Local Markov chain: definitions and saddle points
In this section we introduce the local Markov chain th a t approximates our dynamics 
inside A, and we study its geometric properties. In Section 5 we will study the 
recurrence properties of this Markov chain, which will be needed in Sections 6-7 to 
study the metastable behavior of the full Markov chain.
4.1 D efinition of the local Markov chain
We denote by b = (x , y)  an oriented bond, i.e., an ordered pair of nearest-neighbour 
sites, and define
d*\°ut =  =  x e  A ,y £ A} , .
d*A m = {6 =  (x,y):  x  A , y  e A} ' ‘ '
and d* A = d*Aout U d*Ain. Two configurations £ X  = {0,1}A with are
called  communicating states if  th e re  ex ists a  bo n d  b G A* U d*A  such th a t  rf = Tyq,
where Tf,ij is the configuration obtained from rj as follows:
b € A* : Tftjj denotes the configuration obtained from ij by interchanging particles 
along b;
b £ d*A out (i.e., b is exiting from A):
(4.2)
b £ d*A m (i.e., b is entering A):
(4.3)
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Definition 4.4  The local Markov chain (r]t)t>o is the M arkov chain on X  = {0, 1}A 
with generator
( £ f ) ( r } ) = c(b, v) [ f (Tbri) -  f (v)} (4.5)
6GA»U0*A
where H  is defined in (1-49) and
(4.6)
Note tha t
feed* A“ : c(b,f]) = e - Aß 
b £ d*A out : c(b,fj) =  1 . (4.7)
These rates do not depend on r] because there is no interaction between particles in 
A \  A0 and particles in A0.
In a standard way the above dynamics can be realized with the help of Poisson 
clocks. To study the transitions of the local Markov chain, we consider the discrete­
time version th a t is obtained from the continuous-time version by looking at the 
process when some clock in A* U9*A rings. We denote by P(fj , f j ' ) the corresponding 
transition probabilities, i.e.,
with f i  the first ringing time of a clock in A* U d* A. It is easy to  verify th a t the 
stochastic dynamics defined by (4.5-4.6) and (4.8) is reversible w.r.t. H.  In particular, 
the transition probabilities P(fj , f j ' ) can be written in the form
where q(r], rf) is an irreducible symmetric Markov kernel living on the set of commu­
nicating states.
4.2 G eom etric definitions
Let us recall some definitions from Olivieri and Scoppola [10].
1. A path <j) is a sequence <f> = <j) \ , . . . ,  <j)n (n  G N, <j>i £ X )  with P(<j>i, <j>i+i) > 0 for
i = 1 , . . .  ,n  — 1. We write <j>:f] —¥ fj' to  denote a path from f] to  fj' . A set A  C X  
with |^ 4-| > 1 is connected if and only if Vjj, fj' G A  3<j>: fj —¥ fj' such th a t <j> C A . Given 
A  C X ,  we define its boundary
P{fj, fj ' ) = P n(fjTl = fj') (4.8)
P(fj,fj') = q(fj,fj')e-i3W fi'i-ßm + (4.9)
d A = { ( ¥ A :  P( ( , f j )  > 0 } . (4.10)
2 . The set of m inim a  of the Hamiltonian H  in A  is
T { A )  = \i] £ A: H{rj) =  min
çe.4
(4.11)
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The communication height between t] ,î]' £ X  is
H( f j , irj ) =  min_ maxH( Ç) .  (4-12)
4>■ n^n' ce<t>
The set of configurations realizing the m inim al saddles between £ X  is
S(fj , f j ' )  = { (  £ X:  3<j>: fj -+ <)> 9 (: m axF(C ) =  H ( ( )  = H f a i j ' ) } .  (4.13)
l ÇG 4> J
Given two sets A,  B  C X ,  put
H ( A , B )  =  min H(fj , f j ' ) (4.14)
veA,fi'eB
and
s (a , b ) =  { s{n,nry. n £ A , n ’ £ B ,  H{n, n ' )  =  h (a , b )}. (4.1 5 )
3. Next we introduce a geometric description of the configurations in terms of con­
tours. Given a configuration f] £ X ,  consider the set C(f]) C R2 defined as the union 
of the l x l  closed squares centered at the occupied sites of f] in A0. The maximal 
connected components C \ , . . .  ,C m (to £ N) of C(f]) are called clusters of fj. The 
centers of the unit squares of a cluster C  form a *-cluster (i.e., are within distance 
\/2 ). The boundary of a cluster C  is a polygon connecting sites on the dual lattice 
(Z2)* =  Z 2+  ( | ,  | ) .  At each site an even number of bonds of this polygon meet: 0, 2 
or 4. When this number is 4, we use some convention to  “round off” the corners (e.g. 
by connecting the north-east and the south-west sides in a unit square): in this way 
we obtain a further decomposition of the boundary of a cluster into a set 7 1 , . . . ,  7 * 
of closed self-avoiding contours (see e.g. Gallavotti [6]).
4. Let f] be such th a t f]|A gives rise to  a single contour 7  =  7 (??). Define
n{fj) = N K\ Ko(i]). (4.16)
In this case
H(fi) = E (  7 ) +  An(ij), (4.17)
where
I?(7 ) =  (—2[/ +  A)<7 ) +  | | 7 |, (4.18)
with (7 ) the area enclosed by 7  and |7 | the perimeter of 7 . Indeed, it is easy to 
check th a t 2 (7 ) — | | 7 | is the number of nearest-neighbor bonds enclosed by 7 . (Note 
that, since there is no interaction inside A \  A0 nor between A0 and A \  A0, for the 
computation of E (7 ), the “energy” of 7 , everything is as if we had empty boundary 
conditions outside A0.)
5 . We denote by R(7 ) the rectangle circumscribing the contour 7 , and by l\ (7 ), l 2(7 ) 
the lengths of its sides. We use the convention l\ (7 ) < l 2 (7 ) and collect the rectangles 
in equivalence classes modulo translations and rotations. We denote by r(2 the set 
of configurations whose single contour is an l\ x l 2 rectangle. We call m onotone a
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co n to u r 7  such th a t  its  p e rim ete r  coincides w ith  th a t  o f th e  circum scribed  rec tang le : 
|7| =  2 (4 (7 )  +  4 (7 ))-
F ig . 7. A monotone contour
6 . Given integers 4 , 4  > 2  with 0 < 4  — 4  < 1, we define
-  y(2 the set of configurations where the occupied sites form an 4  x 4  square 
or quasi-square contained in A0 plus one free particle, i.e., a particle in A not 
touching the rectangle;
-  T>J t  the set of configurations obtained from a configuration in ¿2 by a t­
taching the free particle to  one of the sides.
-  T>Jx e2 the set of configurations given by
=  W  e X: 3fj £ V ju l2 : < H(n)  +  U, H(fj) = H(f) ' )}.  (4.19)
In words, T>J^  is the set of configurations fj' th a t can be connected to  some 
fj £ T>^ f2 by paths <j> =  <f>\, . . . ,  <j>n (n £ N) such tha t
<h = n', <i>n = n, max < H(fi) + U, H{f )) = H t f ) .  (4.20)
l< i< n
It is not hard to  see th a t ^  contains only configurations giving rise to  a 
single monotone contour 7 contained in A0 such that:
-  (7) =  4 4  +  l;
-  R ( 7) has side lengths ¿1(7) < 4  +  1 and 4 (7 ) < 4  +  1;
-  (7) contains a square or quasi-square with side lengths 4  — 2 ,4  — 2 ,
i.e., all configurations th a t can be obtained from T>J t  by moving particles 
along the border of the droplet (see Fig. 9 in Section 5.2).
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-  i2 the set of configurations obtained from a configuration in V (i t  by adding 
a free particle.
-  the set of configurations obtained from a configuration in V Qti i2 by a t­
taching the free particle to  an external corner of the contour in T>J^  (2, i.e., an 
empty site with two occupied neighbors. In particular, T>f t  contains the set of 
configurations where the occupied sites form an 4  x 4  square or quasi-square 
contained in A0 plus a 1 x 2 protuberance attached to  one of the sides. Note 
th a t the latter set can be obtained from T>J t  by attaching a 1 x 1 square to 
the l x l  protuberance, in an external corner.
7 . A particularly im portant set of configurations, which play the role of “critical 
configurations” , is given by
C* = (4.21)
with
(4-22)
Recall th a t in the simple static analysis developed in Section 1.2.3 this value came 
out as the critical droplet size. We denote by F =  T(U, Â) the energy of the critical 
configuration:
F =  H(C*) = - U { 2(1 -  4 4  +  2) +  A (£2 -  4  +  2). (4.23)
We recall th a t □  denotes the configuration where A is empty and ■  the set of config­
urations where A0 is full.
4.3 Identification of saddle points
The following proposition is the key result of this section. It identifies the saddle 
points for the transitions between rectangular droplets for the local Markov chain 
(compare with (see (1.46) and Fig. 5 in Section 1.2).
Proposition 4.24  (%) For 2 < I < l c:
S p lt }t, U(iui2)jé(i,i)Hiirt2) =  S(U {r{,T li- ir{) =  e
-  H ( n ir() = (211 -  A ) ( i  - 2 ) +  2U
(4.25)
S JJ ltre+i,Uç(lr(2) ^ i r(+l)1ltlre2) = S { K trt+i ,1 l t rt) = T f\t 
E { V \ t ) -  H { n iyi+1) =  (211 -  A) (e  -  2) +  211.
(it) For £ > l c:
<S_('R'i,i,U(£1^ 2)^(£:£)Tliir{2) =  =  V ° e
H i v y  -  H ( n irc) =  2A - u
(4.26)
SJJli,i+ i,U (ilLt2)^(irt+1)TZiu£2) = S(TZtrt+i,TZt+i rt+i)  =  i+1 
H('Df>tt+1) - H ( K u +i) = 2 A - U .
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(in)
s(p, m) = v l _ 1A 
H(n,m) - # ( □ )  = r. (4.27)
Proof. Let
M'n = { f j £ X :  N A(fj) = Y  V(x ) = n}.  (4.28)
xeA
We consider the foliation of X  into manifolds of a constant number of particles:
X  =  u j ^ 0,\/;. (4.29)
We will consider the sets N p , M n i+1 ) for £ >  2 and investigate some of their geometric 
properties. Our proof will be based on the following lemma identifying certain sets 
of minima, minimal saddles and communication heights. After this lemma has been 
proved we give the proof of the proposition.
Lemma 4.30  (i) For  £ > 2:
= 1Z.t-irt, T { N p )  =  R ( j .  (4-31)
(ii) For  £ > 2:
= S(J\i(i _ i ) f , 7Vj;2) =  1
+  A
(4.32)
1)) =  S(N f2,N t(t+i)) =  T>°t t 
d) =  H {V lt) =  +  A.
Proof. The proof uses isoperimetric inequalities.
(i) Fix I > 2 and consider n  = (I -- l ) i  or n =  £2. Given an fj G Mn, the energy 
decreases if we translate the clusters of fj to  join them  into a single cluster contained 
in A0. It further decreases if we rearrange the l x l  squares to  get a single contour
7 (i.e., if we fill the internal “holes” with external l x l  squares). Since under these 
operations the to tal number of particles remains fixed, to  minimize the energy in M n 
we just have to  find the contour(s) 7  with minimal perimeter |^ y| among the ones with
(7 ) =  n. It is clear th a t, starting from a contour 7 ', by rearranging the l x l  squares 
inside we can construct a monotone contour 7  with R(7 ) C R(7 ') without increasing 
the energy. The energy associated with a monotone contour 7  with (7 ) = n  is
£ ( 7 ) =  (—2 U +  A )n  +  t / ( 4 (  7 ) +  4 (7 ))- (4-33)
To minimize E (7 ) in M n, we have to  find the rectangle with minimal perimeter among 
those whose area is >  n. From this the claim easily follows.
(ii) Fix I > 2.
1. We first prove the claim when starting from 7l i - i j .  We define a set of paths 
<f>:1Zl-irl —¥ Me2 as follows:
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-  Let
<f>«P = 4? P(l -  1 ,£): K t _ u  -+ V+_h i  (4.34)
be defined by
<j>UP = < j > < j > 2 , . . . , < j > 3 , . . . , < j > 4 , . . . , < j > 5  (4.35)
with
4>i € TZ.{-ir{, <f>2 £ <f>z £ T^i_x 4>i € T>®_i (, <j>5 £ T ^t-i v
(4.36)
where <f> uses <j>i,<j>2 ,<t>3 ,<t>4., <j>5 as a “skeleton” and the successive configurations 
in <j> are obtained in the obvious way by successively adding or moving a suitable 
particle (see 6 in Section 4.2). The maximal saddle in <j)up is reached in X)f_ 1 e 
and is of height H (T >Q( _ 1 ( ) = H('Dj'_11) + A.
-  It is easy to  see th a t there is a path
<t>‘iown = <f>down(£ -  1 ,£): V+_u  -+ M p  (4.37)
such th a t max* H(<j>fown, <i>f™n) < H{T>^1 1 f) +  A. Indeed, to  obtain this path 
it suffices to  successively introduce into A one new particle and fill up all the 
corners of the contours in ( until the arrival in TZ.(r( C M p . Each time we 
add a particle, we have first an increase of energy by an amount A, but as soon 
as we put this particle into a corner of the cluster in A0 we have a decrease of 
energy by an amount 2U > A.
Thus, for each I > 2 . the path (<f>up(£ — 1 ,£),<f>down(£ — 1 ,£)) is a candidate to  realize 
the minimax between A f ^ - i ).( and M p .
2. When starting from TZ.(r( we proceed exactly in the same way to  construct a path 
{<j)up{£,£),<j)down {£,£)).
3. From the proof of (i) it is immediate to  see tha t
lyt) =  min H{f)) = H { K t - lrt) + U. (4.38)
From this it follows th a t for any path passing through \  TZ.(-ir(, once it meets
jV(f_i)f+i it gets an energy >  + U + A, which is strictly larger than
max = #(!>?_! t ) = + 2A -  U. (4.39)i= ’
This, in turn , implies th a t any path realizing the minimax between i)/ and 
J\f(t-i)t+ i has to  pass through Moreover, any path realizing the minimax
between H i - i j  and M p  has to  enter Af(£-i)£+i through iy(, which corresponds to 
the saddle between H i - i j  and (Similarly, any path realizing the minimax
between M p  and Me(t+1 ) has to  pass through TZ.(r( and T>ij.)
4 . At this point it is clear th a t paths realizing the minimax between H i - i j  and 
M p  also have to  pass through T>J_X e- Indeed, any move (with a change in energy)
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starting from and different from attaching the free particle to  the rectangle
would involve an energy increment of at least U, i.e., large enough to  pass over the 
saddle in the path (<j)up(£ — 1 , £), <j>down(£ — l ,£))  because U > A — U . Similarly, paths 
realizing the minimax between M p  and Me(t+1) have to  pass through T>Jt
5 . Let n = (£— l ) £+  1, and consider a monotone contour 7  with (7 ) =  n. The area of 
its circumscribed rectangle has to  be at least ( £— l ) ( £ + l ) ,  with a minimal perimeter 
of 4£. Similarly, for n  = £2 + 1 the area of a circumscribed rectangle has to  be at 
least £(£ + 1), with a minimal perimeter of 4£ + 2. From this it easily follows tha t 
{ N(£—1 ).£-)-1 ) coincides with the set of configurations containing a single monotone 
contour inscribed in an £ x £ or an (£— 1 ) x ( ¿ + 1 ) rectangle and containing ( t —\ ) t + \  
particles. Similarly, _F(jV/2+1) coincides with the set of configurations containing a 
single monotone contour inscribed in an £ x (£ + 1 ) rectangle and containing £2 + 1 
particles. In particular,
H % _ i )+i) D X>7_m , + 1 ) D P y .  (4.40)
From this the claim follows. Q ED
We can now complete the proof of Proposition 4.24. Parts (i) and (ii) follow from 
Lemma 4.30. To prove part (iii), note th a t since every path <j>: □  — ■  has to  cross 
all the manifolds the global saddle <!>(□,■) can be nowhere lower in
energy than the saddles M.p), S(M e2 ,Af(£+i)i), I > 2 . By direct inspection
we see th a t the saddle with maximal energy is S(Af(£c- i )£c,Me?) = V ^c_ l ic . On the 
other hand, using a comparison with the path (<f>up(£c — 1 ,£c),<f>down(£c — 1 , 4 )) we 
see th a t H ( S ( D , U )) cannot exceed From this it follows tha t
.s '(II .B ) P f  ° ° ° QED
Rem arks:
(1) We emphasize that, contrary to  what happens under the non-conservative Glauber 
dynamics where the global saddle is “<S(B,EB) =  i >^ _ 1 .4 ” , under the Kawasaki dy­
namics with creation and annihilation at d* A the global saddle is more complex and 
does not correspond to a single geometric shape (modulo translations and rotations). 
Indeed, after reaching T>J _ 1 e we can, before we add a next particle whose cost is 
A, perform all possible sequences of moves described by paths satisfying (4.20) and 
remain below the height of the global saddle, which is H(1Zic- i r(c) + 2A — U (see 
Fig. 9 in Section 5.2 for an example of possible moves). This global saddle is reached 
when we add the next particle to  the configuration containing a cluster in I >^ _ 1 4 
(with energy H(1Z(c- i r(c) + A — U), giving us a configuration in C* = T>® _1 e . This 
is the set th a t appears in Theorem 1.53 and th a t plays the role of the set of critical 
configurations.
(2) A typical f] G T>J t  can in fact be quite asymmetric, i.e., quite different from 
square or quasi-square. However, there is always a path from j j t o a  suitable square or 
quasi-square along which the energy does not exceed H (??). Thus, under the Kawasaki 
dynamics the squares or quasi-squares act as attractors on a time scale eAi3, which is 
much shorter than the time needed to  grow of shrink.
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(3) The specification th a t we included in the geometric characterization of V (i ^ , 
V Qti i2 and T>^ t  is related to  the fact tha t the above mentioned moves can only be 
performed on the external boundary of the rectangles circumscribing the clusters in
5 Local Markov chain: recurrence
In this section we analyze the local Markov chain (%)t>o on A th a t was defined in 
Section 4.1. Since this Markov chain is finite, it falls in the Freidlin-Wentzel regime 
(recall (1.19)) and the analysis of m etastability can in principle be carried out by using 
the general method in Olivieri and Scoppola [10]. The result obtained in Proposition 
4.24 in Section 4.3, i.e., the solution of a certain sequence of minimax problems, is 
the “model dependent” part of this method.
It is more convenient to  use the renormalization procedure developed in Scoppola
[18], i.e., an analysis on suitably separated time scales, since it can be extended to 
the full Markov chain (r]t)t>o- This procedure is based on the following idea:
(1) Group the configurations in X  into a sequence of subsets of configurations of 
increasing regularity: X  D X \ D X 2 D X 3 D . . .
(2) Prove a recurrence property of the Markov chain to  these sets on an increasing 
sequence of time scales: Ti -C T2 -C T3 -C . . .
(3) Construct a sequence of Markov chains by observing the original Markov chain 
when it enters these sets, and estimate the corresponding transition probabili­
ties.
Actually, we will not follow the renormalization procedure in full detail. Rather, 
we will make a construction th a t is adapted to  our specific situation. In our case we 
need three sets: X\ D X2 D X3. In Section 5.1 we define these sets, in Section 5.2 we 
give a geometric description of their configurations, and in Section 5.3 we prove the 
recurrence properties to  these sets on the time scales Ti =  e°^,T2 =  eu@,T3 = eA@. 
Section 5.4 contains some results on so-called cycles.
The results obtained in this section will be extended to  the full Markov chain 
( % ) t > o in Sections 6-7, and will be used in Section 8 to  prove our main result in 
Theorem 1.53.
5.1 Definition of the recurrence sets
We begin by defining a notion of reduction of a configuration th a t will be needed to 
control the dynamics.
Definition 5.1 A  configuration fj G X  is 0-reducible if  there exists a sequence of 
bonds b i , . . . ,bu G A* U d*A (k G N) such that:
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(a) H{r,i+1) < H(î]i) fo r  all 0 < i < k,
(b) R (n k) <  R(n),
where r]i =  ■ ■ ■ T^ i j ,  i > 0 .
Rem arks:
(1) We can always extract a subsequence of bonds with length k < to = |A* U 9* A |2, 
again satisfying (a) and (b), such th a t fji ^  fjj for all i ^  j-  This is because to is an 
upper bound for the maximal number of moves inside A needed to  change any fj £ X  
into any fj' £ X .
(2) By definition, if fj is 0-reducible, then there exists a finite path <f>: fj - ï  fj' with fj' 
a configuration th a t is not 0-reducible such th a t H(<j>i+1 ) < ) for all i. In fact, to 
construct such a path it suffices to  glue together the paths given by the definition of 0- 
reducible configurations until we arrive at a configuration th a t is not 0-reducible. The 
number of 0-reductions necessary to  arrive at a configuration th a t is not 0-reducible 
is finite, because with each 0-reduction the energy H  decreases by a t least U while H  
is bounded from below.
Definition 5.2 The configurations fj,fj' are 0 - e q u i v a l e n t  if  there exists a sequence 
o f bonds b i , . .  . ,bk £ A* U d*A (k £ N) such that H(f j i+i) = H(fji) for  all 0 < i < k 
and fjk = fj' .
Definition 5.3  A set o f configurations C C  X  is a c y c l e  if  it is connected and 
satisfies
H (J7(dC)) > max  H( f j ) , (5.4)
rj€ C
where T{dC)  is the set of  m inim a o f H  in the boundary dC o f C (recall (4-10-4-H ))-
We next generalize the idea of reduction as follows:
Definition 5.5 A F - p a t h  is a fin ite  connected sequence <j>i, . . . ,  <j>k (k £ N ) o f con­
figurations or sets (!) o f configurations such that:
(a) I f  <j>i = C fo r  some 1 < i < k is a set o f configurations, then C is a cycle with 
H( T( d C) )  — H( T( C) )  < V ,  where T(C)  is the set of  m inim a o f H  inC,  and fa+i ,  fa - i  
are single configurations such that <f>i+ 1 £ T( dC)  and £ C.
(b) I f  <j>i, (f>i+i fo r  some 1 < i < k are single configurations, then > 0 and 
H(<j>i+1 ) < (recall (4-9)).
The reader should think of a F -path  as a “downhill cascade” in which a sequence of 
“lakes” of depth at most V  can be present.
Definition 5.6  A  configuration fj' is F - r e a c h a b l e  from  fj i f  there exists a V -path  
from  fj to fj'. Two configurations fj and fj' are V - e q u i v a l e n t  i f f j  is V-reachable from  
fj' and vice versa.
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Definition 5.7  A configuration r] is ^ - r e d u c ib l e  if there exists a configuration rf 
that is V-reachable from fj such that H(fj') <  H(fj)-
W ith these notions we define the following sets:
X i = {fj G X : fj is not O-reducible}
X 2 = {fj £ X : fj is not [/-reducible} (5.8)
X 3 = {fj G X : fj is not A-reducible}.
We note th a t if V  < V ,  then a configuration th a t is V-reducible is also V'-reducible, 
so X3 c  X2 C X\. We also define the following sets:
£i(fj) =  W  £ X i: fj' is O-equivalent to  fj} (fj G X\)
£ 2 (fj) = {fj G X 2: fj' is [/-equivalent to  fj} (fj G X 2) (5.9)
£3(fj) = {fj £ X 3: fj' is A-equivalent to  fj} (fj G X 3).
5.2 G eom etric description of the recurrence sets
Next we introduce some geometric objects th a t will be needed to  characterize the 
ÂVs.
Definition 5.10  (a) For x G A0, let nn(x) =  {y  G A0: \x — y\ =  1} be the set of 
nearest-neighbor sites of x in A0.
(b) A FR EE PARTICLE is a site X  G fj n A0 such that Y ,yenn(x) viy) =  0-
(c) A p r o t u b e r a n c e  is a site X  G fj n A0 such that Y,yenn(x) viy) =  1-
(d) For fj  G X , the e x t e r n a l  b o u n d a r y  d f j  is the set of occupied sites in fj that can 
be connected to the ring A \ A0 via a path along unoccupied sites in fj.
(e) For fj G X , an e x t e r n a l  c o r n e r  is a site x ¥  V such that there exist y ,y ' G 
d f j  n nn(x), y ^  y '.
(f) R(£h,£v,d n,d e,d s,d w) denotes the r e c t a n g l e  in A0 of horizontal side length I 
and vertical side length l v, such that its north side is a distance dn from the north 
side of A, and so on.
(g) R.ilri2 denotes a rectangle of side lengths l \ , l 2 anywhere in the box A, including 
all translations and rotations (with the convention l\ < l 2). A rectangle R.ilri2 is 
called a s q u a r e  or a q u a s i - s q u a r e  if £ 1  > 2  and 0 <  £2 -  £ 1  <  1.
(h) £  denotes the set of l a c u n a r y  s q u a r e s  or l a c u n a r y  q u a s i - s q u a r e s , i.e., 
configurations with an external boundary given by a square or quasi-square and with 
holes such that the configuration is not U-reducible.
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Fig. 8 . Two examples of external corners 
The following proposition is our main structural identification of the sets X \ , X 2, X 3.
Proposition 5.11 (i) Configurations in X \ have no free particles nor free holes. I f  
fj is connected with a monotone contour, then f/ G X \ .
(ii) Configurations in X 2 have no protuberances. I f  f/ is connected with a m ono­
tone contour obtained from  a square or a quasi-square by removing m  sites with
0 < m  < £i — 2, then jy G X 2.
(in) Configurations in .% can be characterized as follows: □  G if  fj G .% \  {□}, 
then either f/ is a square or quasi-square, or f/ is a lacunary square or quasi-square 
with side length > Moreover, i f  max{ii„. ds} > £v and max{iic. dw} > £h, then 
fj =  R(f-h, £v. dn•. d< ■ d8, dv;).
Rem arks:
(1 ) The characterization of Xi ,  X 2 in Proposition 5.11 (i ii) is not complete. Only 
those properties are given that are needed to derive the complete characterization of 
X% in Proposition o .ll(iii).
(2) The configurations in £  need a separate treatm ent (see the end of Section 7.7).
(3) It follows from the proof of Proposition 5.11 (iii ) given below that if ¿^(/y) corre­
sponds to a “small” cluster, i.e.. a cluster of side length <  then any f)' G £ 3 (1fj) 
can be obtained from f/ by means of a rigid motion. For this reason we will denote 
the elements in f 3(/y) n  X 3 corresponding to “small” clusters by /»% j.. (with £\ >  2 
and 0 < £2 — £\ < 1 ).
To prove Proposition 5.11 we need the following lemma, which will also serve us 
later on. For f/ G X  and V' G {U ,  A ,  211} , define
CY = {fi1 G X: H( f h fi') -  H(f j) < !■'}. (5.12)
The structure of this set is characterized as follows.
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L em m a 5.13 (i) I f  r) G X \, then is a cycle, q G T (C 1^ )  and n X\ =  £i(if).
(ii) I f  fj G X2, then CA is a cycle, fj G T(C A) and CA fi X2 =  £2(fj). Moreover,
cA\nci) cx\x,._
(in) I f  fj £ X3, then C^u is a cycle, fj G T(C^J ) and C?u fi X3 =  £3{fj). Moreover, 
C lu \ T { C f )  C X \ X 2.
P ro o f, (i) If fj G X\, then fj G T(C^ ). Indeed, if there exists fj' G C.^  with H(fj ' )  <  
H(fj),  then fj is O-reducible, which contradicts fj G X\. Next, let T>1^  be the maximal 
connected component containing fj of configurations fj' such th a t H(fj ' )  < H(fj) + U.  
By definition, T>1  is a cycle. It turns out th a t C ^ = T>1^ . Indeed, if fj' G C?, then 
H(fj ' ) < H(fj ' , f j ) ,  so fj' is in the connected component because the trajectory realizing 
the minimax gives the connection. Conversely, if fj' G , then there exists a path 
<f>: fj —¥ fj' such th a t ma,Xi H(<f>i) — H(f j )  < U,  while by the minimax definition we 
have H(fj , f j ' )  < m ax jlf(^ j) . Hence H(fj , f j ' )  -  H(f j )  < U . Finally, if fj' G C1^  fi X±,  
then it is straightforward to  show th a t fj' G T ( C ^ ) ,  via the same argument th a t was 
used to  show th a t fj G T( C^ ) .  This implies H(fj) = H(fj ' )  and fj' G £\ (fj).
(ii-iii) The proof of the first part of (ii) and (iii) can be done in the same way. The 
second part of (ii) follows from the following remark. If fj' G X\ ,  then H(fj ' , f j")  > 
H(fj ' )  +  U for all fj” with H(fj")  < H(fj ' ).  On the other hand, if fj' ¥ F ( &f  ), then 
H(fj ' ) = H(fj) + U.  But then H(fj ' , f j")  > H(fj ' )  + U = H(fj) + 2U,  and so fj' ¥
A similar argument works for the second part of (iii). Q ED
P ro o f  o f  P ro p o s itio n  5.11. (i) If 77 has a free particle or a free hole, then fj is 
obviously O-reducible, i.e., fj ^  X 1 . If fj is a connected configuration with a monotone 
contour, then there exist other configurations th a t are O-equivalent to  fj only if fj has 
a t least one protuberance. In this case all the configurations th a t are O-equivalent to 
fj can be obtained from fj by moving the protuberance along the side of the cluster. 
Therefore H ( T bfj) — H(fj) > U  for all b G A* U d* A such th a t Tbfj ^ E\(fj).
(ii) We divide the proof into steps.
1. If fj has a protuberance, then it is obvious th a t fj is [/-reducible. To prove the 
second claim, we first show th a t if fj is a connected configuration with a monotone 
contour obtained by removing 0 < m < l \  — 2 particles from y(2, then to  reach a 
configuration fj' with H(fj ' )  < H(f j )  we have to  pass over a saddle
H(fj , f j ' )  > H(fj) + A. (5.14)
The second claim follows from this inequality. Indeed, we only have to  note th a t if 
there exists a U-path <f>: fj fj', then H(fj , f j ' )  < maxjmax^g,^ H ( ( )  < H(fj) + U,  
which contradicts (5.14). Hence fj G X2.
2 . Equation (5.14) says th a t (recall (5.12))
fj G T ( C ^ ) .  (5.15)
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Let us use the description of the energy H  in terms of contours th a t was introduced 
in Section 4.2. For fj' G A with contour 7 ' =  7 '{fj') we have
H(fj ' )  = ( -2 U  +  A)n'0(y') + | | f |  +  n '(  f ) A ,  (5.16)
where n'0 = n'0{7 ') is the number of particles in A0 (i.e., the area inside the contour) 
and n' = n'{7 ') is the number of particles in the ring A \  A0. Our configuration fj has
4 4  — 4  +  2 < ng < 4 4 ,  |7 | =  2 (4  +  4 )  and n = 0.
3 . Denote by C R (no) the set of all configurations fj' such th a t n'0 =  no and such
th a t the circumscribed rectangle is contained in the square or quasi-square ¿2. To 
prove (5.15) we first note tha t
fj G n CR(n0)). (5.17)
Indeed, suppose th a t there exists a configuration fj' G CA fi CR(no) with |^ y'| < |^ y|. 
Let R'p t , be the rectangle circumscribing fj'. Then R'^ t , C R.tlrt2, and we have
¿'-^  < £1 , 2^ — ^2? ^1+ ^ 2  < -^ i +  4 ;  ^1^2 — ^0 — l-i 1-2 — ni (5.18)
with ( ) < / » < / ,  ^  2 . But £[ < ¿! implies £[£'2 < (4  -  1)£2 < n 0 and £'2 < £2 implies 
t ' i t '2 < 4 ( 4  — 1) < no, which contradicts (5.18). The final step in the proof is to 
show tha t
n  C R (n0) =  C%.  (5.19)
But this is an immediate consequence of the fact th a t in order to  exit from C R (no) 
the process has to  reach an energy >  H(fj) + A.
(iii) We divide the proof into several steps. Namely, for every fj G A3 we show that:
1 . dfj is the boundary of a union of rectangles;
2 . these rectangles are squares or quasi-squares;
3. squares or quasi-squares can move;
4. dfj is the boundary of a single square or quasi-square;
5. a “small” square or quasi-square is not lacunary.
1. Suppose th a t fj has an external corner x. Then fj is A-reducible, because a particle 
can be created at cost A at 9 - A and can be moved inside the external corner at x, 
which gives us a A -path (recall from Lemma 5.13 th a t CA is a cycle). The only case in 
which dfj has no external corners is when dfj is the boundary of a union of rectangles 
at distances > 2 (recall Fig. 8).
2. Suppose th a t fj = R(£h,£v , d n , d e, d s , d w) with 4 ^ 4  > 1- We want to  show tha t 
fj ¥  ^ 3- Also now we can find a A-reduction of fj (recall Definition 5.5: to  each of
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the pictures below we in fact associate the full corresponding [/-cycle, which is not 
drawn):
(1)
□
(2) (3) (4) (5)
(11) (12) (13)
□
(14) (15)
F ig . 9. Movement of particles along the border: 5 x 3 + l  =  4 x 4
This type of movement is studied in more detail in Peixoto [13].
3. By using the same kind of path as in Fig. 9. we can move the square or quasi-square 
around. The A-path achieving an upward movement is the following:
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
(6) (7) (8) (9) ( 10)
( 11 ) ( 12)
□
( 1 3 )  ( 14 ) (15)
F i g . 10. Upward movement of a 3 x 3 square
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4. Since, by 3, squares and quasi-squares can move around, any configuration with 
more than one square or quasi-square can be A-reduced by moving the pieces together.
5. Again by 3, for lacunary squares or quasi-squares with m ax{d„,ds} > t v and 
max { d e, d w} > 4  there is sufficient room to move them  up so as to  create an opening 
for the internal structure. Indeed, Fig. 10 shows a motion of particles along the 
boundary where the holes in the cluster do not move. QED
5.3 Recurrence
Let Ti =  e0i3, T2 =  e17'3, T3 =  eAi3, and let rXi be the first hitting time of the local 
Markov chain (fjt)t>o to the set X t (i = 1, 2,3). The following proposition is our main 
recurrence result, giving an upper bound on rXi ■
Proposition 5.20  ( “A’,-recurrence”) For every 6 > 0 there exists /3q > 0 such that 
for all (i >  (ia
max F J t x . >  Tie50) =  SES ( * = 1, 2, 3). (5.21)
r j€ X \ X i
Proof. We want to  apply Proposition 2.13. Our task therefore is to  define, for each 
i = 1 ,2,3, an event c  X^°’T  ^ with T  = T ie i13 such that
WT C {31 £  [0,T\: f,t G X i\
min Pjj0 (E^i) >  p  > 0 (5.22)
f}o£X
with p  not exponentially small in (i.
1. As noted in Remark (2) following Definition 5.1:
-  For each f] G X \ X i  there exists a finite 0-path <j>: f] fj' G X\ .
-  For each fj G X \ X 2 there exists a finite U-path <j>: fj fj' G X 2.
-  For each fj G X\X%  there exists a finite A-path <j>: fj fj' G X 3.
If <j> is a 0-path, i.e., H(<j>i+1 ) < for all i, then for every 6 > 0 there exist /3q > 0
and a = a(6) > 0 such th a t for all (i > (ia
Vf,(fh = <j)s V« G [0,21]) >  a. (5.23)
2. We want to  have a similar statem ent for [/-paths and A-paths. To th a t end we 
make the following observation, valid for cycles C:
Proposition 5.24  (i) For every 6 >  0 there exist /3q >  0 and k >  0 such that for all 
(i >  (ia and fj G C
P , (roc < e [ * >  1 _  e -** . (5.25)
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(ii) There exist So > 0, /3q > 0 and k >  0 such that for all (i >  (ia and G C
P , ( t *  <  r 0C) Tfji < em H sc))-H (n c))-sQ](^  >  j  _  e - * 0  (5 2g)
(m j -For euer«/ 5 > 0 i/iere earisis /3o > 0 such that fo r  all (i > (ia and fj G C, fj' G dC 
P n(r,Tge = fj') > e -im ')-H (H dC ))+ 5 iP ' (5.27)
Proof. See Olivieri and Scoppola [10] Proposition 3.7. QED
It follows from Proposition 5.24(i,iii) th a t for every 6 > 0 and every U-path <j> there 
exist (ia > 0 and a = a(6) > 0 such th a t for all (i > (ia
Pn(fjs = cj) v« G [0 ,T 2eSi3)) > a (5.28)
and similarly for A-paths with T2 replaced by T3. So we have indeed generalized 
(5.23).
3 . To conclude the proof of Proposition 5.20 we now pick fj G X  \  and take for 
the event where the process (fjt)t>o follows the 0, U, A-path from fj to  Xt within time 
T  = T ieiP . By (5.23) and (5.28), we have min^€^ ^ ; Pjj(Ey) >  e r s 13 with S' < | .  
Hence Proposition 2.13 gives
/ —8
max F „ ( t x . >  T i e Sf3) <  (1 -  e ^ 5 '3) e5 =  SES. (5.29)
f j€ X \ X i
QED
5.4 A dditional results on cycles
In this section we collect some results on cycles and their relation to  the recurrence 
sets Xi. These results will be needed in Section 7.
Lemma 5.30  (i) I f  fji, fj2 G X\ with H(fji) <  H(fj2), then H(fji, fj2) — H(fj2) >  U . 
(ii) If f j i , f j2 G X2 with H(fji) < S(f i2), then H(fji,fj2) — H(fj2) > A.
Proof. Note th a t the two smallest positive values for H(fji,fj2) — H(fj2) are U and
A.
(i) If fji,fj2 G Xi  with H(f j i )  < H(f j2), then fji ¥  because otherwise fj2 were 
0-reducible. But then H(f j i , f j2) — H(f j 2 ) >  U.
(ii) If fji,fj2 G X2 with H(fji) < H(fj2), then fji ¥  ^  because otherwise fj2 were 
[/-reducible. But then H(fji,fj2) — H(fj2) >  A. QED
For the lacunary squares or quasi-squares in X3 (recall Remark (2) in Section 5.2) 
we can prove the following.
Lemma 5.31 Let fj G £  (i.e., fj is a lacunary square or quasi-square). Then there 
exists a fj' £ X3\ £  with H(fj') <  H(fj) such that there exists a 2U-path from fj to fj' .
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Proof. We define an external corner of the internal structure of an element of £  as a 
site x  G Ao such th a t r](x) = 0, ^2 y€nn^  i](y) =  2 and such th a t there exists a path 
along occupied sites in fj from x  to  the external boundary dfj. The following 2C/-path 
goes from fj to  fj' and reduces the energy:
-<h = C f ;
-  <f>i, . . . ,  (j)^ is the sequence of configurations in which a hole th a t is an external 
corner of the internal structure of fj goes to  dfj;
-  4>t1+1 , . . . ,  <j>t2 is a A-path going to  X%;
^ ^¿2+1 ^^ )t2 ’
-  <f>t2+ 2 , ■■■, <j>t3 is the sequence of configurations in which a hole th a t is an external 
corner of the internal structure of fj goes to  dfj;
-  and so on, until the complete removal of the internal structure.
QED
For fj G X $\£, fj =  R.tlrt2, define
Cn =  {fj' G X:  H(fj' , fj) -  H(fj) <  r(fj) +  A}, (5.32)
where r(fj) is defined by
4  < 4 : r(ij) =  (2t f - A ) ( 4 - l )  ^
4  > 4  : r(fj) =  A -  u. 1 '
The structure of this set is characterized as follows (compare with Lemma 5.13).
Lemma 5.34  (%) C^  is the maximal connected component containing fj of configura­
tions fj' such that H(fj') < H(fj) + r(fj) + A.
(ii) I f  fj' G Cn fi (A’3\£), then fj' G £z{fj) and H(fj') =  H(fj).
(in) Iff j '  G Cn n £,  then C Cn and H(fj') >  H(fj).
(iv) fj G T {C n).
Proof, (i) Let be the maximal connected component containing fj of configu­
rations fj' such th a t H(fj ' ) < H(fj) + r(fj) + A. If fj' G C^, then fj' G f)-,-r  Indeed, 
H(fj ' )  < H(fj ' , f j )  and fj' is in the connected component because the trajectory realiz­
ing the minimax gives the connection. Conversely, if fj' G A -v  then there exists a path 
<f>: fj fj' such th a t max* H(<f>i) — H(fj) < r(fj) + A, while by the minimax definition 
we have H(fj , f j ' ) < max* H(<j>i). Hence H(fj , f j ' )  — H(fj) < r(fj) + A.
(ii) If fj, fj' G X3 \  £ ,  then by the saddle point results in Proposition 4.24(i-ii) we have 
H{fj,fj ) -  H(fj) > r(fj) +  A.
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(iii) If rf  G Cf]f \£,  then H(rj')-\-2U — H(rj) < r(ij) +  A  by Lemma 5.13. Hence C 
and every 2C/-path starting from fj' is contained in C.-,-r  But then, by Lemma 5.31, 
there exists a configuration fj" G X 3 \  £  th a t is an element of Cn. By (ii), this is 
possible only if fj" G £3(fj), and in this case H(fj ' )  > H(f j")  = H(fj).
(iv) Suppose th a t there exists fj' G C.-,j such th a t H(fj') < H(fj). If fj' X$, then there 
exists fj" G X3 with H(fj") < H(fj') and H(fj' ,fj") -  H(fj') < A. If fj" G X3\£ ,  then 
this contradicts (ii). If fj" G £ ,  then by (iii) we have H(fj") > H(fj), which contradicts 
the inequality H(fj") < H(fj') < H(fj) coming from the reduction. QED
Rem ark: Throughout Sections 4-5, A is a param eter in (U, 2 U) and lc( A) =  |" 2J J- a ~\ • 
If A and A' are such th a t ZC(A) =  lc(A') and if we consider the two local Markov 
chains based on the values A resp. A' for the creation rate along d*A m (recall (4.1)), 
then all the results obtained in Sections 4-5 for these two Markov chains are equal 
up to  a correction where in all the exponents containing A an error term  of order 
|A ' — A| is added. This observation is needed in Section 7, where we will need to 
perturb A. It also explains why in Theorem 1.53 we need to  assume th a t 2u-£ \ 
not integer.
6 Full Markov chain: recurrence
In this section we extend the definition of X\ D X2 D X ?J, which were used in Section
5 as the recurrence sets for the local Markov chain, to  X\ D X 2 D X3 and we prove 
the recurrence properties of the full Markov chain (r]t)t>o to  these sets.
The sets X t (i = 1 ,2,3) are defined as follows:
Proposition 6.2 below shows that, up to  a superexponentially small probability, the 
process (r]t)t>o returns to  X t after time lapses of order T t.
Proposition 6.2 (“Aj-recurrence” ) Let Ti =  eP13, T2 =  eTJf3, T3 =  eA/3. For i =
1, 2,3 the following estimate holds: There exist 61 =  ¿1(7) > 0, satisfying lim74.0 ¿(7) =
0 and I30 > 0  such that for all (i >  (ia
X\ — {i] G X: fj|a G X \}
X2 =  {Tj G X: Tj|a G X2J
X3 =  {rj G X : T]\K G X3 n N Ae_ \K(r]) =  0}.
(6 .1)
P„ U t  G [0, T"):  Vs f X i V s  G [t, t  + T! ) )  =  SES (6.3)
for all
T[ = 513 -C T "  = e ° ,f3 (6.4)
with C  > 0 arbitrarily large.
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P ro o f. We want to  apply Proposition 2.13. Our task therefore is to  define, for each 
i =  1 ,2,3, an event c  X^°’T  ^ with T = T ie i13 such that
E t  C {31 £  [0,T\: r,t G X A
min P„0(E |,) > p > 0  (6-5)
Vo GAfo
with p  not exponentially small in (i. 
i = 1,2: The event E ^  is the following:
-  During the time interval [0, T] no particle enters A.
-  The process (r]t)t>o restricted to  A follows a 0-p a th  (i = 1 ) resp. a [/-path  
(i =  2) from jjqIa to Xt within the time interval [0, T].
Since T =  <  eA'3_5'3 for ¿ =  1 ,2  and 6 >  0 sufficiently small we have, by
Propositions 3.20-3.25,
\ / K \ l°g P
during [0, T] no particles enter A I >  I — I . (6.6)
/ \p/
The estimate of P W(E^) can therefore be completed by using (5.23), (5.28), Propo­
sition 2.28 and Proposition 2.2.
i = 3: We cannot proceed in the same way as for i = 1,2, since we cannot avoid the 
arrival of particles over a time interval of length T = T?,e ^ 13. Actually, the arrival of 
particles is im portant to  reach X3. The event E |i is the following:
(i) The process (%)*>o restricted to  A follows a A -path from jj0|a to X3 within 
time |T 3e 2'3.
(ii) After that, the process within time T ^ ^ i 13 empties the annulus A.{_ \  A, while 
keeping the configuration in A fixed and avoiding th a t particles enter A.
To complete the proof we have to  show th a t the probabilities of (i) and (ii) are not 
exponentially small.
Estimate of (i): For each segment of the A-path not containing cycles of depth A 
we can prove (using the same argument as for z =  1 , 2) th a t the probability for the 
process to  follow this segment within time T2e 2'3 is not exponentially small. We 
therefore only have to  control the probability th a t the process follows the segments 
of the A-path containing cycles of depth A, i.e., we have to  control the probability 
th a t it exits from the set
C p  =  G X : ?]|A G C p } for some i f  G X2 (6.7)
within a time larger than T3e i '3 and th a t it exits a t a configuration in T ( d C A ). This 
is done by the following estimate:
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Lemma 6.8 For 5 > 0 small enough and 0 < 7 < | there exists c >  0, depending on 
7 ,6 but not on ¡3, such that
r , ^ nn X o ¥ r , ( ^ c ^ c K  T a e i t n  K c ^ I a  e  H d C % ) } )  >  C. (6.9) 
Proof. The proof uses a splitting of events.
1. From Lemma 5.13(ii) we know th a t if fj ¥  T { CA ), then fj G X \ X \  and there exists 
a downhill path from fj to  T{ CA ). We can therefore require th a t the process (r]t)t>o 
follows this path within a time es@ and th a t during this time no particle enters A. 
As before, this probability is not exponentially small in (i. It is therefore sufficient to 
show th a t for all r]'0 G X 0 such th a t r]'0\A G T { C a )
p„i, ( { r ^ r  < T^ }  n  Ia e H d C % ) } )  >  C. (6.10)\ V y j! /
2 . Let r  denote the first time a particle enters A. Then
( V ( C ^  <  T^ i J } n  {Vr(C^  Ia g  HdCp)})
(6 .11)
— 0
> I o 3e3 P „ '( rG d i ,  A * n B t ),
where
A t =  {r^c > t }
B* =  { % - \  G
The r.h.s. of (6.11) equals
f T 3e ^
[ P , '(r  G dt, A t ) -  P (r  G dt, A* D B tc) j . (6.13)
Due to  the recurrence property in X\  and due to  the fact th a t CA \  T { C A ) C X \ X \  
(recall Lemma 5.13(11)), we have th a t on the event { r G dt, A t H B |} a move of cost U 
occurs during the time interval [ ( i^ e 5'3) V0,i]. Hence P ^ (A t n B | | r  G dt) < e ^ (u ^ s'li3, 
and so
¡■T3ei>3
/  ¥ ^ ( 1- £ d t ,  A t  H B f )  < e - (lJ- S)i3. (6.14)
Jo 0
On the other hand, since on the event { r G dt, Af} a move of cost 2U occurs within 
time t, we have
— 0 — 0 T 1
f o 3e3 Vn'0(T e d t> A *) =  J o 3"  [P »?o(T e “  P ^ ( T G dt, A f)j
(6.15)
rTse i n -
(6 .12)
> /0i3e3 P ,,(T G d t) -e - ( 2l7- A- ^ .
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3 . Finally, we use th a t {i)'0 G X0} C {N \t (i)'0) > 1} (recall (2.26)). If |  > 7 , then
the probability for a particle starting in A/+ to  hit A prior to  time T3e i '3 is bounded 
from below by some c > 0 , so tha t
f T3e ^
Pf, '( r G d i )  =  P f,i)( r < r 3e5'3) > c .  (6.16)
Jo
QED
Estimate of (ii): We estimate the probability of the following events:
-  F: during the time interval [0, T3e s'3] no particle enters A;
-  G: at time T3e_ 2'3 there are no particles in i\(_ \  A;
-  H: during the time interval [0,T 3e- i '3] the configuration in A does not change. 
From Propositions 3.20-3.25 we obtain
( K \ log ¡3
-  . (6.17)
P
Moreover, (H |F  fiG ) can be estimated by considering the local Markov chain, and 
we obtain
min _ P ^ ( H |F  n G) >  (1 -  er 2U'ii)T^ r V i  >  1 -  e- {2lJ- A+i )(\  (6.18)
v'o\a^X3 0
because for all configurations in X ?J a move costs a t least 2U (see Proposition 5.11 (iii)). 
Combining (6.17-6.18), we arrive at
min _ P„/ (F n  G  D H ) > fl -  e - (2U- A+i )i3] ( |V ° S/J. (6.19) 
0 L J \ f j /
This completes the proof of (i-ii) for i =  3 and hence of Proposition 6.2. QED
7 Full Markov chain: reduction
In this section we derive all the key estimates for the full Markov chain th a t are 
needed to  study its metastable behavior. The computations are long and difficult.
7.1 D efinition of the reduced Markov chain
We begin by defining the reduced Markov chain th a t is obtained by observing the 
process only when it enters X 3 after it exits a suitable cycle of depth A. For fj G X 3, 
let
CA = { f f  G X : H{n ' , n )  < A}. (7.1)
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Extend this definition to  the configurations in X  in the obvious way: for r\ £ X 3, let
C f  = W  € X:  v ' k  € C f a } .  (7.2)
Definition 7.3 Let
and, fo r  i £ N,
Then
r0 =  0 
cto =  min{i > 0: % ¥ CA }
Ti =  minji > <7,_i: r}t £ X3\ 
ai =  min{t >  n : r)t ¥  CA . }•
(7.4)
(7.5)
n f  = Vn, * e No, (7.6)
defines a Markov chain (r]f )ien0 on -^ 3 w^ h  transition probabilities
P R (r},r}') = V, (r}Tl= r }1). (7.7)
For fj £ X ,  as before, let 1^ be the set of configurations r\' £ X  such th a t r]'\A = fj. 
Note th a t 1^ is not a subset of X 3. By an abuse of notation, for r] £ X 3 and fj' £ X 3 
we write
P R (r, ,In, ) =  Y .  P R (V,V")- (7-8)
r}"eifjinx3
Our main result in this section is the following proposition, which makes a comparison 
between the transition probabilities of the full Markov chain and the local Markov 
chain. Recall th a t 7  is the exponent in Propositions 2.17-2.23.
P ro p o s i tio n  7.9 There exist ô = ¿(7 ), satisfying  lim7,(.o ¿(7 ) =  0, and /3q > 0 such 
that fo r  all ¡3 > /3q:
(i) I f  fj £ TZelre2, fj' £ H il+ lrt2, then
min P R {r,,If), ) > e - (A- u+5W. (7.10)
rjElfjCiXs
(ii) I f  fj £ TZ(lre2, fj' £ n iu t 2- i ,  then
min P R (i), In,) >
veinnx3 ~
(Hi) I f f j  is a lacunary square or quasi-square, i.e., fj £ C, then there exists a sequence 
fjo, fji, ■ ■ ■ ,fjn (n £ N)  such that fjo = fj, fji £ £  fo r  i = 1 , . . .  ,n  — 1, fjn £ X 3 \  £,, and 
\f]i\ >  l^ i-i I f or all i = 1 , . . . ,  n — 1 fo r  which
min min P R (rii, _ /7 J 2 )
i=0,l,...,n-lrjielninx3 / ■ + !/  —
r(fj) =  (2U — A)(£i — 1 ) i f  fj = R.(lr(2 and 0 </•_> — / | < 1 with £ 1 < £c 
r(fj) = A — U i f  fj = R.ilyi2 and 0 < £2 — £\ < 1 with £\ > £c
r(fj) =  (2U — A) i f  fj £ £.
(iv) Let
(7.13)
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Then
max max P R (r], 1^ )  < e-H*))-«]/?. (7.14)
rjelfj rj'ex3: r]'g£3(r])
Using Proposition 7.9 we will in Section 8 conclude the proof of our main result, The­
orem 1.53, by constructing an event of nucleation and by controlling its probability.
Note th a t r(fj) =  m i n ^ , ^ ^ ^  H(fj ,  f f )  — A for every fj € X 3. The A comes from 
the fact that, by definition, a transition of the reduced Markov chain typically takes 
place after a time of order T3 =  eAi3.
7.2 O utline
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. In Section 7.3 we prove the lower 
bounds (i-iii). The proof of the upper bound (iv) is much more difficult. Indeed, to 
prove a lower bound it suffices to  estimate the probability of a particular realization of 
the event we are considering, but to  prove an upper bound every possible realization 
of the event must be controlled.
In the estimate for the upper bound we have to  study in detail the behavior of the 
gas and its interaction with the dynamics in the box A. It is clear th a t there are two 
classes of gas particles with different behavior: (1 ) particles th a t have been in A^\A 
for a long time (say of order T3), which we call green particles; (2) particles th a t exit 
from A and afterwards return to  A in a short time (say of order 1 ), which we call red 
particles. We study separately the effect of green and red particles by introducing an 
auxiliary Markov chain (%)*>o in which the arrival a t A of green particles is simulated 
with a creation mechanism on 9 - A. In Section 7.4 we define the coloring and the 
auxiliary Markov chain, as well as a coupling between the auxiliary Markov chain and 
(%)t>o- The effect of green particles is studied in Section 7.6 by comparing the two 
processes.
The difficult part is developed in Section 7.7, where the effect of red particles is 
studied. In particular, we have to  control the red particles when the process exits 
a suitable cylindrical set C^, with base in A (see Proposition 7.43). The idea is the 
following:
-  We analyze the cylindrical set by using the state classification X i , X 2, X 3 (Lemma 
7.69) and obtain in this way a partition of the set Cn and of the different ways 
of exit from this set in terms of the final exiting move.
-  Using this partition, we classify the intervals of time spent by the process in the 
different elements of the partition, by defining the “type” of the time interval in 
terms of the index of the corresponding element of the partition. In particular, 
the time intervals corresponding to  times spent outside X 2 are called “instability 
intervals” . We can easily control the length of instability intervals by using the 
recurrence property (Lemma 7.75).
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-  It turns out that, before the process exits the set C^, red particles cannot arrive 
during an instability interval, since their entry in A would increase the energy 
and produce the exit of the process from Cf-r  This means tha t the effect of red 
particles before the exit from Cfj can be essentially described by the appearence 
of instability intervals starting with the arrival of a red particle. If a t the end of 
such an instability interval a particle exits from A, then we can “glue together” 
the red particles at the entry and at the exit, thus obtaining the path of a single 
red particle th a t spends some time in A (the instability interval). On the other 
hand, if a t the beginning of an instability interval no red particle enters A and 
at the end a particle leaves A, then we call the beginning of such an interval a 
“coloration time ctk” of a red particle. If an instability interval begins with the 
arrival of a red particle but ends with no particle leaving A, then in this time 
interval a red particle has been absorbed by the box A.
-  By following this kind of construction, we can associate with each red particle 
a coloration time a*, a “quasi random walk” obtained by glueing together the 
trajectories of red particles entering and exiting during the same instability 
interval, and a “delay time” corresponding to  the sum of instability intervals 
visited by this path.
-  We show th a t the behavior of quasi random walks is similar to  th a t of random 
walks, and in this way we control the to tal number of instability intervals of each 
type by estimating the number of visits to  A of quasi random walks (Lemma 
7.91). This control on the behavior of quasi random walks enables us also to 
estimate from above the probability th a t a red particle arrives in A in a given 
time interval (Lemma 7.93).
-  The effect of red particles in the exit of the process from the set Cfj is then 
controlled by introducing this probability estimate in the analysis of the possible 
ways of exit, as mentioned above.
Section 7.8 contains the proofs of some lemmas th a t are needed along the way. In 
section 7.9 we collect some consequence of Proposition 7.9 tha t will be used in Section 
8 to  prove our main theorem.
7.3 Lower bounds
In this section we prove Proposition 7.9(i-iii).
Estimate (i): The proof follows the same technique of construction of events as in 
Section 6.
1. Let fji, 0 < i < i 2, be the configurations with monotone contour obtained from 
R ( 1+ 1/2 by removing l 2 — i particles, so th a t fj0 = fj and fji2 =  fj' . We know from 
Section 5 th a t fji € X 2 for i = 0 ,2 , . . . ,  l 2. We construct our realization of the growing 
transition fj = R.tlrt2 —¥ fj' = R.e1+ ire2 by using the following events:
-  For i = 1:
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-  A m  =  {T{Inr > t};
-  B | / =  {r}t -  |A =  77};
-  for r f  G Jjj and x  G dA , C i^ » iX is the event where the process, starting 
from r f  + x , inside A follows a path th a t brings the particle a t x  to  the 
cluster, thus reaching ;
-  For / 2:
-  A 2,t =  {T(C?ur  -
-  Bj / = {%- |A € Bfj] with Bfj := C9f  {if ': N K(i]") = 4 4  + 1};
-  for r f  G Iq  and x  G d A, C 2 ,rj",x is the event where the process, starting 
at r f  + x , inside A follows a path th a t takes the particle at x  to  the cluster, 
thus reaching I n,2;
-  For i = 3 , . . . ,  4 :
-  A * ^  0 ;
-  b m = {%- | a g nctJh
-  for r f  G ) and x  € 9A, is the event where the process,
starting at +  x , inside A follows a path th a t brings the particle at x  to 
the cluster, thus reaching I i)i.
2 . As in Section 6, we define:
-  F : during the time interval [0, T3e - ^ '3] no particle enters A;
-  G  : a t time T3e - ^ '3 there are no particles in A/_ \  A;
-  H  : during the time interval [0,T3e_ ^L'3] the configuration in A does not change. 
Let t  = m in ji >  0: a t time t  a particle enters A} and T  = , where ¿1 is the
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param eter appearing in Proposition 6.2. For i) € If, we have
P R{vJn' )  >
fo ^i]i7' ^ ^ i ;  -Ai n B M l) min Xl)
x 1edA,ri / /eIfi
f eu/3 Pî]i ( t  € dis? A-2^2 n B 2,i2) min If /^/-]_æ2
æ2eOA, rç"e/g_
fo  ^ d ii1 A ijti n B ^ j )  _ min
fo  ^ dig21 A .£2^^ 2 n B / 2i^ 2) _ min (^ -'¿2 ,rf',Xl2 )
Xi„edA,rj" eI^lrA ,
min P „ / / ( F n G n H ) ,  
fe V n io
(7.15)
where Ao is set defined in (2.27).
3 . For any * we have th a t the minimum of the probability of C ,>n" >Xi can be estimated 
from below by a constant a not exponentially small in ¡3. As in Section 6, for each
i =  1 , 3, . . . ,  4  we can write
J o ^ m - i ( T e A i,ti n B M;)
r (7-16)
= Jo \Wm-i(T e Ai,ti) ~ ¥m-i(T e Ai,ti n bm;)J
and this expression can be estimated from below by a constant c independent of ¡3 ex­
actly as in the proof of Lemma 6.8. Moreover, we again have th a t minnn € t nXo Wvn (F n  
G  fi H ) >  ( | ) log'3. It therefore remains to  estimate the term  corresponding to  i = 2.
4 . On the event A 2jt2, before the arrival of the second particle the process is in C f .  
This means th a t for each time s until th a t arrival we have N a (t]s) € { 4 4 , 4 4  +  1}> 
and if N a (t]s) =  4 4 ,  then fjs = R.ilri2. This, in turn , implies th a t the process starting 
at r]i during the time interval [0, r )  can be described as follows:
-  During the time intervals in which N a (t]s) = 4 4 ,  we have one particle moving 
as a SRW in the presence of a fixed rectangular cluster.
-  During the time intervals in which N a (t]s) =  4 4  +  1, the particle can be trapped 
by the cluster, producing a configuration th a t inside A falls in X \ X 2. In other 
words, during this time interval the process behaves like aj3RW with a trap  at 
d +Rei,f2 °f escape rate e ^ u/3. We denote this process by (£s)s>o-
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5 . We can now conclude our estimate:
$eup IP»71 (T e dt2, A 2,t2 n B 2jt2)
=  / ecr/3 P »?l ( ® 2 , t 2 lT  =  ^2j A 2 it 2 ) P ^ 1 ( r  €  dt2, A 2 / 2 )
> / ew  p »?i(Ct2 G 9i?iljf2) P ^ ( r  G dt2, A 2,t2) (7.17)
>  / ew  ¿ e (i," i ) i r , 1(T G * 2, A 2jt2)
>  ^ e ( u - s^  f pTu0 Vm ( r  G dt2, A 2,t2),
where the second inequality uses Proposition 3.13 and the last probability can be 
estimated as in part 3.
Estimate (ii):
1 . The lower bound in the case of shrinking transitions can be obtained by forcing 
the transition to  happen within a time T3e ^ 2So13 and requiring th a t during this time 
no particles enter A. In this way the transition can be estimated as in the case of the 
local Markov chain. More precisely, let f] = R.tlrt2 and fj' = R.(lr(2- 1 . For r] g 1^ fi X 3 
we have
P  = P »?(^ Ti G Ifjl) >  P^jjj(Ay3e-250/3 n D rse- 2i0i n D T3e- 2S0?), (7.18)
where
-  A Tae- 2^  =  {rh l G /jj'} n  { n  < Tge-25»'3};
“  D T3 e -2s0f3 is the event where during time T3e 250,3 no particles entering A;
“  D Tse -2sq,3 is the event where during time T3e 250,3 no particles are created in 
d\.
The last term  in the r.h.s. of (7.18) is equal to
P»J,Jj(AT3e-2503 n  T>Tse-2S0(3 n D Tse- 2i0j ) ,  (7.19)
where A Tse-2s0,3 is the analogue of A Tse-2s0,3 for the local Markov chain.
2 . We note th a t the events T)Tse-2sQ,3 and A Tse-2sQ,3 n T)Tse-2sQ,3 are independent, 
since they involve different clocks and marks. Moreover,
P „(D T3e- 2^ )  >  (g )1^
P ,(D Tae-2 ^ )  > ( l - p ) r3e - ^ + s E S > e - e" ,ofl, 1 j
and its easy to  show tha t
P ^ A ^ - ^ D ^ - ^ )  >  e- ( 2^ + 3 « o )/? . (7 .21 )
Estimate (iii): A similar argument works for the transitions involving the lacunary
configurations.
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7.4 D efinition of colors and the auxiliary Markov chain
Recall th a t N  = p\Ap\ is the to tal number of particles and th a t our state space is
X  = X N = {0 ,1}A x { 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  N } a'3\ k . (7.22)
7 .3.1 Dynamics. We begin by realizing the process (r]t)t>o m terms of a process 
in which particles are distinguishable. This means th a t instead of X  we consider the 
space Xd = Ap where a configuration is given in terms of the position £(n) C A of 
each particle n  = 1 Each configuration ij £ X  corresponds to  N l different
configurations in X j. We denote by rit(x) the set of labels of the particles th a t are at 
x at time t:
nt(x) =  {n =  1, . . . ,  N : £t (n) =  x],  (7.23)
so r]t.(x) = \nt(x)\. We note th a t for any x £ A the set rit(x) contains at most one 
element.
We can define a stochastic dynamics (&) on X^ corresponding to  our stochastic 
dynamics (%) on X ,  provided we take the uniform distribution for the initial configu­
ration Co corresponding to  the initial configuration r]0, i.e., each particle initially gets 
a label drawn randomly from { 1 , . . . ,  N } .  The rules of this dynamics are straightfor­
ward and read as follows:
-  For each oriented bond b £ A* \Jd*Aout, define a sequence of i.i.d. random times 
T~b,i-, i £ N, exponential with mean 1 , and a sequence of i.i.d. marks Hb,i, i £ N, 
uniform on [0,1 ].
-  For each oriented bond b £ (A^ \  A)* U d*A*” and each label 1 ,N ,  define a 
sequence of i.i.d. times r(n)ftij, i £ N, exponential with mean 1 .
-  Inside A^ \  A particle n  moves as an IRW with jump times r (n ) j  ¿, i £ N,
b £ (A/? \  A)*.
-  Inside A particles move with exclusion and with interaction as follows. When 
t = Tt,:i for some b = (x, y) £ A*, i £ N:
-  If rit(x) =  {n},  nt(y) =  0, then the proposed move is given by ,rop(n) =  
y, i:,prop( j ) =  Ct(i) Vj n - This proposed move is accepted if the corre­
sponding mark is less than ')~H(rit)]+^  where r]prop and r}t 
are the configuration in X  corresponding to  £,frop resp.
-  If rit(x) =  0, rit.(y) =  {n},  then the proposed move is given by ,rop(n) =  
x , £,frop(j) = £t(j )  Vj  n - This proposed move is accepted if the corre­
sponding mark is less than
-  In all other cases there is no move.
-  When t  = Tb'i for some b = (x,y) £ d*Aout, i £ N:
-  If nt(x) =  n, then &+(n) =  y, £t+(j) =  60 ') Vj #  n.
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-  If rit(x) = 0, then there is no move.
-  When t  = T(n)b,i for some b = (x , y)  G d*A m , i G N:
-  If n t (x) = n  and n t (y) = 0, then £t+ (n) =  y, &+(j )  = €t(j)  Vj #  n.
-  Otherwise there is no move.
7 .3.2  Coloring o f particles. Next we assign a color to  each particle. This color 
depends on time and will later be used to  distinguish between particles arriving from 
the gas and particles returning to  A0 after leaving it.
Definition 7.24  (a) Every particle in n  A is w h i t e  at tim e t.
(b) Every particle in  n  A^ \  At _ is g r e e n  at tim e t.
(c) Particles in A/_ \  A are g r e e n  or r e d  depending on their past in the following 
way. For n  G rit.(x), let
8 = 8(n, t )  = max{0 < s < t :  £g(n) ¥  \  A}- (7.25)
I f  £,${n) G A, then n  is a r e d  particle at tim e t. I f  £,e(n) G A^ \  Ai_,  then n  is a 
g r e e n  particle at tim e t.
It is easy to  see th a t if the process starts from a configuration r] g X 3, then the time
8 is well-defined for each particle £t(n) G A/_ \  A.
The colors at different times are obviously correlated, since when a particle leaves 
A it become red. Green particles become white when they enter A. Red particles 
become white or green when they leave A¿_ \  A.
In order to  control the behavior of green and red particles, we separate their effects 
by introducing an auxiliary Markov chain (%)*>o in which the arrival in A of green 
particles is simulated by a process of creation at d ^ A  with a rate of order and 
a process of annihilation at 9+ A with rate 1 .
7 .3.3  A uxiliary Markov chain. We define the dynamics by means of a 
process (£t)t>o of distinguishable particles. Fix a parameter
p  =  —L - e _ Toi3 w ith  =  e A0 (7 .2 6 )
NT3
where 70 is small and will be chosen later. Let
=  (Af_ U M ) ^  (7.27)
This means th a t each particle in the auxiliary dynamics can be in a site of A/_ or in 
a state called g (for green).
We can use the same ingredients as for the Markov chain for the bonds in
AJ_ U d* A™*, but we need to  add for each bond b G d*A m a sequence of i.i.d. marks 
Hi i G N, uniform on [0,1]. The stochastic dynamics (£t)t>o can be realized exactly 
as (£t)t>o for each bond b ¥  d*A m . l i t  = r (n )6i, for some b =  (x , y ) G d*A m , i G N, 
then we consider an additional move of creation of a particle at site y. The details 
are again straightforward and read:
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-  Inside A.(_ \  A particle n  moves as an IRW  with jump times T(n)bj .
-  Inside A particles move with exclusion and with interaction as for (£t)t>o-
-  When t = Tb'i for some b = (x , y)  G d*A out, i gN:
-  If n t (x) = {n},  then f t+ (n) =  y, £t+(j) =  | t (j) Vj #  n.
-  If rit.(x) = 0, then there is no move.
-  When t = T(n)b,i for some b = (x , y)  G d*A m , i G N:
-  If rit.(x) = n  and rit.(y) = 0, then £t+(n) =  y.
-  If £t(n) =  g and rit(y) =  0, then £t+(n) =  y when ^  • < p, otherwise there 
is no move.
-  When t = T(n)b,i for some b = (x , y)  G 9* A™*, ¡g N :
-  If rit.(x) = n , then £t+(n) =  g, otherwise there is no move.
We will consider the discrete-time Markov chains corresponding to  (£t)t>o and 
(£t)t>o by observing these processes when a clock rings in A^. From now on we will 
consider only these discrete versions. By Proposition 2.2 we know th a t the control 
of the discrete-time Markov chain enables us to  control the continuous-time Markov 
chain.
Now th a t the process (£t)t>o is defined, the definition of % in term s of ^  is given 
exactly as % in terms of The state space X  is
7 .3.4  Coupling. We can define a coupling between the Markov chains (r]t)t>o and 
(%)t>o by using the same clocks and marks for common bonds. Two events will be 
important:
-  . . . ,  tk\ b i , . . . ,  bk', n i , . . .  ,rik', t) is the event for (%)*>o where during the 
time interval [0, t] green particles enter A through the bonds f e i , . . . ,  bk G d*Am 
at times t \ , . . .  , tk and their labels are rii , . . . , rik■
-  B jj( ii , . . .  ,tk', b i , . . . ,  bk', n i , . . .  ,rik] t) is the event for (%)*>o where during the 
time interval [0, t] particles are created through the bonds fei, . . . ,  bk G d*Am at 
times t i , . . . ,  tk and their labels are ri i , . . . ,  rik ■
Let us take two initial configurations r]0 and r]o, such th a t r]0(x) = 0 for all x  G A/_ \  A 
and r]o(x) = q0(x) for all x  G A,(_. If both
.1 ' A \ {0, 1 }A x {0, l , 2 , . . . ,W } Ai- \ Au{fl} (7.28)
B ^ (ii,. . .  , t k ; fei, • • •, bk] ni, . . . , n k; t) 
B ^ (ii,. . .  , t k ; fei, • • •, bk; . . . , n k ; t)
(7.29)
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occur, then we have th a t for all s £ [0, t] the red and the white particles of r)s coincide 
with the particles of fjs , i.e., if
{n  = 1 , . . . ,  N:  n  is a white or red particle at time s} (7.30)
then
(7.31)
In a trivial way we can define a coupling between (%)*>o and the local Markov 
chain o defined in Section 4.1 by using the same clocks and marks for bonds 
in A3 U 9* A0“* and the same clocks and creation marks for bonds in b £ d*A m . 
In particular, also for the Markov chain (%)T>o we can realize the creation at the 
boundary of A by using N  clocks and the same rate p  in (7.26) used for (ijt)t>o-
Rem arks:
(1 ) If 7o > 0 in the definition of p  is such th a t 4 ( A  + 7o) =  4 (A ) , then we can apply 
the remark given at the end of Section 5. If A € (U, 2U) is such th a t 2[/-a not 
integer, then there exists such a 70.
(1 ) It is obvious th a t if no red particles enter A during the time interval [0,i], then
V s \k  =  V s \a  f ° r  s  e  [ 0 , t ] .
(2) As in the case of the full Markov chain (%)*>0, we can define recurrence sets 
X i , X 2, X 3 and we can prove also for (%)*>0 the recurrence properties to  these sets. 
In the same way we can define the reduced Markov chains 0 and 0 (recall 
Definition 7.3). The only difference is th a t for ( we can only prove the recur­
rence to  X3 in a time (piV)- 1 e ‘51'3 =  T3eSJO+Sl'>t3 rather than in a time T3eilf3 as in 
Proposition 6.2.
(3) If 70 > 0 in the definition of p  is such th a t 4 (A  +  70) =  4(A),  then we can apply 
the remark given at the end of Section 5. If A £ (U, 2U) is such th a t 9t7^ _A is not 
integer, then there exists such a 70.
7.5 Upper bounds
The key to  Proposition 7.9(iv) is the following (recall (7.13)):
Proposition 7.32  There exist ô =  ¿(7), satisfying lim74.0^(7) =  0, and /3q >  0 such 
that for all (i >  (ia and f} £ X3
r,einn x 3
max P„(rc <= < TzeSl<3) < e-Kfl)-«]0 (7.33)
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where ¿1 is the parameter appearing in Proposition 6.2, and
Cn =  { ff  G X : ri'\A G Cn} (7.34)
with
Cn =  { ff  G X: -  H(fj) <  r(fj) +  A}. (7.35)
Proof o f Proposition 7 .9 (iv). Let M,, denote the event th a t the transition t)r : t) —^ 
T]' occurs within time T3eSl>3. By the recurrence property of the set X3 in Proposition 
6.2 , we have
P^(M ^) < SES. (7.36)
Hence
max max P„(r/R : r/ /«/)
rjelfj i ] 'e X 3: f j 'g £ 3(fj)
< max max V„(t]r : n I ni n  M„) +  SES (7 V7\
~ veif, ti>ex3:ti>ee3(ti)
< m axP ^(rc , < T3eSlf3) + SES. 
vein
In fact, if fj' G X 3 and fj' ¥ £3 (^ 1)-, then fj' ¥  Cf) by Lemma 5.34. Q ED  
P roof o f Proposition 7 .32 . Abbreviate for (fjt)t>o
a „ =  {Tea <  T*e*1/3} (7-38)
and analogously for 0
A v = < T3es^ } ,  (7.39)
where
Cn =  {fj' G X:  fj'IA G Cn}. (7.40)
Propositions 7.41 and 7.43 below imply Proposition 7.32.
Proposition 7.41  There exist ô =  ¿(7 ), satisfying lim74.0^(7) =  0, and /3q > 0 such 
that for all (i >  (ia and r\' G X3
P„/(A„) < Ÿ n, { A n)e513. (7.42)
Proposition 7.43  There exist 5 =  ô(7), satisfying lim7,(.o <2(7) =  0, and /3q > 0 such 
that for all (i > (ia and r\' G X3
P„/(A^  < e-r^ )f3+Sf3. (7.44)
QED
The proof of Propositions 7.41 and 7.43 is given in Section 7.6 resp. Section 7.7.
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7.6 Control o f green particles
We henceforth suppress the lower index from P when the initial configuration is 
obvious.
P roof o f proposition 7 .4 1 . The problem is to  compare the effect of green particles 
versus the creation mechanism in the auxiliary dynamics.
1 .  Fix k £ N, t\, . . . ,  tk > 0 , fei, . . . ,  bk £ d*Am, and abbreviate
B v = B „ ( / , .........I , : b , ...........h , : n , ...........n r:) , .
B,) =  B ,)(/1......l, :h s.......hr. i i , .......nr- T:,i-A ■i ).
We begin by proving the following:
Lemma 7.46  There exist 6' =  S'(7 ), satisfying  lim7.j.o < (^7 ) =  0, and /3q > 0 such 
that fo r  all (i > (ia and r\' £ X 3
P f A i j n B ^ ^ ) "  >  P(Ajj n B , n  B^)
>  P ( A , n B , n B ^ )  (7.47)
> P ( A , n B , ) ( ^ ) '
Proof. (1) Third inequality: Let Cfj be the event th a t the number of rings by clocks 
on the bonds in d*Ain within time T3eSlf3 is less than N T 3e2Slf3. Then
P(A^ n B , n  Bjj) >  P(A^ n  B^ n  Bjj n  c ^ ) ,  (7.48)
and
P(C^) =  1 -  SES. (7.49)
We have
P(A^ n  B^ n  Bjj n  c ^ )  >  P ( B ^ |A ^ n B ^ n c ^ ) P ( A ^ n B ^ n c ^ )
(7.50)
>  Pk (i  -  p )JVT»e” l i p ( A , ,n B IIn c 5)
If 70 in the definition of p  in (7.26) satisfies 70 > 2Si, then 
P(A„ n  B„ n  B^ n  C<j) >  p ke - Sll3V (A r] n  B„) +  SES > p ke - 2Sll3V (A r] n  B„). (7.51)
(2) Second inequality: This immediately follows from the coupling between (%)*>0 
and (ijt)t>o-
(3) First inequality: This follows from Proposition 3.31. The argument runs as follows. 
(3i) If h  < e ^ - 2^ '3, then
p(Ajj n  B^ n  b ^) < p (a  ^ n  b  ^ n  c ,,)  =  p (a  ^ n  b ^)P(c ^) (7.52)
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C v = {3 particle in ij fi A|_ hitting A within time ii} . (7.53)
By Proposition 3.25, P(C,,) < SES.
(3ii) If t \  > and if there exist 1 < i < j  < k  with m  =  n j  and t j  — ti <
e(A -27) ,^ -¿hen
Ljj n  Bjj n  B,,) < P(Ajj n  B jj)P(C ,,) (7 .54)
with
with
c „  =  {6 ; K )  =  Xi, £t(ni) G A|_ 3 t e  ( t i , t j ) ,  £t j (ni) = Xj}.  (7.55) 
Again by Proposition 3.25, P(C^) < SES.
(3iii) If t i  > e(A-27^  and if t j  — ti > e(A_27^  for all 1 < i < j  < k  such th a t n, =  rij, 
then
P(A^ n  Bij n  B^) < P(A^ n  B^ n  c ^ )  -  ses =  P(A^ n  B ^)P (c^ ) -  ses (7.56)
with
f Çt^ni) =  x lt Çt(ni) ¥  Â Vi G [ i i - e ( A_27)/î,ii] Ï
C»j =  < • • • _ }■ (7.57)
[ Çtk(nk) =  x k, Çt(ni) g  A Vi G [tk -  e^ A 27)/3, i fc] J
By using the independence of the random walks outside A and the fact tha t if n, =  rij 
then t j  — ti > eSA ^ 2 j'li3, we have
k
P(C„) =  n K - (ni) =  Xi’ ^ ni) *  A W € ^  -  e(A_27)^ ,ii] )  (7.58)
*=i
By now using Proposition 3.31, we arrive at
, - {A - 5 ') l3  k
P(C„) < ( -----^ ----- ) • (7.59)
The factor ^  comes from the fact th a t Proposition 3.31 gives an estimate for a 
process with indistinguishable particles and the probability th a t a given particle has 
a given label is QED
2 . Continuing the proof of Proposition 7.41, we write out
oo T 3e5 l>3 T 3e5 l>3
,) = E E E E ••• E
k=0 bi,...,bk ni,.",nk 11=0 tk= 0 (7 60)
°^A^ fi B ^ ( i i , . . .  , tk' ,bi,. . .  ,bk' ,n i , . . .  , n k',
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and a similar expansion for P(A^). By Lemma 7.46 we have
P(A„ n  B „) < P(Ajj n  B n)e2i' kf3, (7.61)
and so we obtain
CO
v) <  E  e 25 fc/Jp(A n n  { v  =  * } )  k=0
oo
„25'
(7.62)
£  e kli¥(Af j \ {p = k } )V( {p  = k}) ,  
k=0
where v  is the number of particles created by the process (fjt)t>o during the transition 
we are considering. It is easy to  see th a t there exists a K  > 0 independent of (i such 
tha t
r ( v  k) < e - Kkf3 Vfc G N0 (7.63)
for (i sufficiently large.
3. Let a =  4 f , ƒ =  P(A„|{i/ =  k} ) F( { v  = fc})1- “ and g = e2S'k^ r { { v  =  k } ) a. By- 
applying Holder’s inequality with p  = and q = \ ,  we obtain
1/ oo \ p / oc \
P(A„) < E f  E-?"
\fc=0 / \fc=0 /
OO \  ^ ® / OO /
E = k})^w({v  = *}) £  eM^P({i/ = *}) 
k=0 /  \fc=0 
< C(a,K,6')W( A^)1- “,
(7.64)
where the last inequality uses (7.63). But a rough estimate gives
> e-(^ 2-s"W  ( 7 j5)
for an arbitrary 5" > 0, obtained by creating i 2 particles and bringing them  to the 
cluster in a time of order one. Hence we get
P(A„) < P(Ajj)(7(a, K, s')ea{A+5")t213, (7.66)
which completes the proof of Proposition 7.41 after setting 8 =  a(A +  6")l2- Q ED
7.7 Control o f red particles
We now come to the hardest part of the argument, because we have to  control the 
effect of red particles.
P roof o f Proposition 7 .4 3 . In order to  control every possible mechanism of exit 
from the set Cfj, we analyze the final exit move. More precisely, we consider a partition
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of the set C.-,j (essentially in terms of its intersection with the sets X \,X .2,X 3), and we 
compute the cost (in term  of the difference of energy) of the final exiting move starting 
from an element of this partition. This final move can be obtained by the arrival of 
a red particle inside A or by a move inside A0. We estimate the probability of the 
event in term s of the probability of this final move. As far as the probability of 
the arrival of a red particle is concerned, we show th a t red particles essentially behave 
as i r w ’s .
We divide this proof into several lemmas, the proof of which is deferred to  Section 
7.8. We first consider the case fj G X 3 \  £ .
1 . We recall (5.16) th a t for a configuration fj' in A with contour 7 ' =  7 '( fj')’.
H  (ff) = ( -2 U  +  A )n'0 +  ^  |V | +  A n ', (7.67)
where n'0 is the to tal number of particles in A0, n ' is the to tal number of particles 
in the ring A \  A0. We will use this expression to  classify the configurations in C.n in 
terms of the sets X \ , X 2 and in term s of the cost to  exit from C.n in one move, defined
by
EC(ij') =  min H ( f f )  -  H( f f )  (f f  G Cn), (7.68)
q(v' ,v")> 0
where we put EC (f f)  =  00 if q(fj' , fj") =  0 for all f f  ¥  Cfj.
Note that, by the definition of the set Cn in (7.35), the exit cost is strictly positive 
for all fj' G Cfj and thus EC (fj') assumes the values U, A, 2 U, 3 U.
Lemma 7.69  For all fj G X 3 \  £  the following hold:
(i) I f  fj' G Cfj, then its contour is larger than or equal to that o f fj (i.e, [7 ' | >  \^ \) and 
its number o f internal particles n'0 belongs to the interval [ri0 — l \  + 2, no + 1 ], where 
no is the number of internal particles o f fj and l \  is the m inim al side length o f fj.
(ii) Let fj' G C^, [7 ' | =  |7 | and n ' = 0. Then
n'0 = no — 1' fo r  some £' = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  l \  — 2. (7.70)
Moreover, fj' G X 2 and
EC (f f) = 3U if 1' =  0 ,1 , . . .  , 4 - 3
EC (ff) = 2 U i f t '  = e1 -2 . { ’
(Hi) Let fj' G C^, [7 ' | =  |7 | +  2 and n ' = 0. I f  n'0 >  no — l \  + 3, then fj' ¥  ^ 2  and 
EC (fj') = A, while if  n'o = n 0 -  i  1 +  2, then fj' G X  \  X i and EC (fj') = U.
(iv) Let fj' G Cfj, [7 ' | =  |7 | +  4 and n ' = 0. Then fj' £ X \ X ± and EC (fj') = U.
(v) Let fj' G C^ and n ' = 1. Then fj' G X  \  X i and [7 ' | =  [7 ! and EC (fj') = U.
(vi) I f  [7 ' | > |7 | +  4 or n ' > 1, then fj' ¥  Cfj-
2. We next consider the following partition of the set Cfj-.
Cfj =  Cfjfl U Cfj,ia U Cfj,ib U Ci7,2, (7.72)
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where
Cj)}o — {rf € Cji fi X2j  
Cfj,la =  W  e Cj n (X \  Xi): |7 '| =  |7 | +  2, n' =  0} , . 
Cn,n =  {fj1 € C5 D ( i  \ X\): |7 '| =  |7 | +  4 , n' =  0 or |7 '| =  |7 |, n' =  1}
c„,2 = in' e n (Xi \  x 2)}.
Definition 7.74  (a) An interval of time \ti,t2] in [0, A T3eSli3] is an i n s t a b i l i t y  
INTERVAL if %|A ¥ for all t G [ii, ¿2] -
(b) An interval [ti,t2] contained in an instability interval is of t y p e  1 i f%\A G X \ X i  
for all t G \ti,t2\ and of t y p e  2 if rjt\A £ X \ \ X 2 for all t G [i 1 , 2^] - A type 1 interval 
is of t y p e  1 a  if %|A G C^ia and of t y p e  1 b  if %|A G
(cj 4^n instability interval can be the union of intervals of different types (i.e., la ,lb  
and 2).
(4) The remaining intervals of time in [ 0 , 7 ^  AT3eSl>3] that are not instability intervals 
are called intervals of t y p e  0 .
An immediate consequence of the recurrence property of (%)*>0 to  the sets X \, X2 
is the following:
Lemma 7.75  With probability 1 — SES the instability intervals of type 1 are shorter 
than Tie51'3 and the instability intervals of type 2 are shorter than T2eSl^ .
3. Let us now return to  the estimate of P(A^). We have
-  A^ =  Afj  fl {the final exit move is due to  the arrival of a red particle};
-  A™ =  fl {the final exit move is due to  a move inside A}.
By Lemma 7.69, we can estimate P(A™) after decomposing it according to  the dif­
ferent kinds of exit through the set
by considering the starting point of the final exit move. More precisely, if we abbre-
(7.76)
where
Cfj — {f}' G X:  fj |A G Cfj) (7.77)
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viate r]i =  t ^ c - i I a ,  fh  =  Ia and ^ ^ 1,2 =  # (% ) — H { fh )> then we havef? V
IP (A™) = p (a ™ n {»j! G n {A_fflj2 = 3C/})
+  p (a ™ n g c nM)  n { A 5 li3 >  A})
+  p (a ™ n {m  g Cfi,i6} n {Ah 1}2 > u } )
(7.78)
+  p(a™ n G c n,2} n {AiJlj2 > A})
+  p(a™ n {m  g ^ , 0} n {AF1j2 =  2 u } )
+  p (a ™ n {m  g ^ , lQ} n {AF1j2 =  u } ) .
The first term  in the r.h.s. of (7.78) can be easily estimated, since on the event 
A™ n {A_ffij2 =  311} we have a move of cost 3U in the interval [0,T 3eSl>3], i.e.,
P(A ? n {^ 1 G Cfi,o} n {An 1}2 = 3U }) < e - 3Ui3T3eSli3. (7.79)
The control of the last two term s is postponed to  Lemma 7.98. As far as the estimate 
of the remaining three terms is concerned, we can proceed in a similar way, provided 
we can estimate the to tal length of the instability intervals of type la , lb , 2. This 
means th a t we need to  control the number of instability intervals of the different types 
via a priori SES probability estimates.
4. Let us next consider the random times r, < T3eSl>3 A & ,  iG  N, of arrival in A 
of red particles. By definition, each r, is the initial po in t of an instability interval 
of type lb . Indeed, by Lemma 7.69, r, < T3eSl>3 A Tgc implies th a t ^ ¡ - i I a  e
and r]Ti |a G Cfj,ib- Namely, the arrival of a red particle during an instability interval 
produces the exit from the cycle C^.
In a similar way, let us denote by aj ,  j  G N, the random times corresponding to 
the exit of particles from A, (i.e., the appearance of red particles) before the exit from 
the cycle. These times must be the final point of an instability interval of type lb , 
and f)tTj+1 |a € Cfi,o-
The interaction between red particles and particles in A is active only during 
instability intervals containing subintervals of type lb . Now consider a realization 
of our process in the time interval [0,T 3eSl>3 A t^ ] .  This means, in particular, tha t 
we have a realization of instability intervals and of random times r, and a j. Let us 
look at the process from the point of view of the red particles: this is a system of 
independent quasi random walks (q rw ) given by the following rules:
-  When a red particle enters A at a time r, , it disappears as red particle during 
the instability interval starting at r,. During this interval the red particle can 
be killed if the final time of this instability interval is not a time a j . Otherwise 
the particle reappears at a time <7, a t some point in dA.
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-  A new particle appears at a time crj, which is the final point of an instability 
interval not starting with a r,. Call the starting point of such an instability 
interval a coloration time a k.
-  Outside A red particles move like ra w ’s.
Thus, the difference between our process and a process of raw ’s not only comes from 
the fact th a t particles can be created and annihilated (with a random law), but also 
from the fact th a t particles can disappear for random intervals of times when they 
touch A and can reappear again at a different point in dA.
5 . More precisely, for each coloration time a k define a quasi random walk (QRW(ai;)s)s>o 
and a delay time DT(t,ak) as follows:
-  Look at the particle exiting from A at the end, say aj ,  of the instability interval 
starting with a k . Let n i be its label, (£ (n i)g)g>o its path, and tau^a^ (n i ) 
the first time it hits the set A U i ) . \ (  . If TA u d A e  ( n i )  >  T 3 e S l ^  A r c = ,  then the 
QEW(ak) associated with a k is (C(rii)s)s>crj , i.e.,
QKW(ak)s = £ (n i)s+fr. V« G [0, (T3eSllS A r q )  - O j ] ,  (7.80) 
and its delay time is
DT(t,ak) = (t A t j j )  -  a k , (7.81)
corresponding to the time spent in A up to time t.
-  If rAudAe (n i) < T3eSl& A tc= and the particle n i hits dA(_ before A, then 
the particle is annihilated when exiting At_. So in this case QRW(ai;)s =  
£ (n i)s+cr. Vs G [0, T0Ai_ (n i) -  dj] and DT(i, a k) = (t A <jj) -  a k .
-  If rAudAe (n i) < T3eSl& A tc= and the particle n i hits A before i).\( . then 
r AuaAi =  Tu f°r some index i \  and we look at the end of the instability 
interval starting at . If this end time is not a time a y , then the red particle is 
annihilated in this instability interval, so QRW(ai;)s =  £(rii)s+!Tj Vs G [0, —<Jj] 
and DT(i, ak)  =  (t A aj )  — a k .
-  If the end of the instability interval starting with is a time aj 1, then we 
look at the red particle exiting at this time from A. We let n 2 be its label (not 
necessarily equal to  rii ), and we follow ^t.(n2) for t > a ^ . As before, we have to 
distinguish between different possibilities. If tauoa^, (^2) >  T3eSl@ A rc=, then
QKW(ak)s
( (ni )  for s G [0, Th  -  (Tj} (7.82)
=  )  ^g+(7.i _(Tii_ (7.)(n2) for s G [Th  -  d j ,
[ (T3eSl/3 A rc«) -  <Jh  +  Th -  a,}
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and
( (t A crj) — at, for t  (E \oth, t °. 1
D T (i,afc) =  +  (iACTji) _ Tji f o r i €  [ri1 , r 3ei ^ A r c 5] • ( ^
Similarly, we can iterate the previous construction in the other cases.
Roughly speaking, the process (QKW(ak)s)s>o is obtained by glueing together the 
pieces of random walk performed by red particles outside A, where the paths of two 
red particles n, and n*+i are glued together if particle n, hits A at the beginning of 
an instability interval ending with the exit of particle n*+i from A. The delay time 
DT(i, au)  is defined as the to tal length of the union of the instability intervals cut out 
in this glueing procedure up to  time t. By this construction it is clear that, starting 
from a configuration in X 3, to  each red particle we can associate a creation time a*.
6 . By using the above construction of QRW’s, we will be able to  control:
-  the number of instability intervals;
-  the probability of the arrival of a red particle in a given time interval.
To do so, we start with the following observation. For any pair of types s, s ',  s ^  s ', 
we define the transformation cost T C ( s ,s ') :
t c ( s ,  s ')  =  _ min _ [H(fji) — H(f j 2 )]+ (7.84)
,»j2GCj5,a
for s =  0, la , 16,2 and s ' =  la , 16,2.
Lemma 7.85  The following hold:
T C (0 ,1 a) = U, t c (0, 16) =  A, t c (0, 2) =  oo,
TC(la, 16) =  U, TC(la, 2) =  oo, (7.86)
t c (16, la ) =  0 , t c (16, 2) =  0 , 
t c (2, la ) =  oo, t c (2, 16) =  U.
(The transitions th a t are not possible in one step get transition cost oo.)
Lemma 7.85 implies that, starting from the initial time of an interval of type 
lb  is either a time r, or a time corresponding to  a move of probability < e-Ai3. An 
instability interval containing an interval of type lb  can also be realized by an interval 
of type la  followed by an interval of type lb . Also in this case Lemma 7.85 implies, 
by (7.86) and Lemma 7.75, th a t we have two moves of probability e ^ u/3 within a 
time interval of length e5l/3. Thus we may conclude th a t each coloration time au 
corresponds to  a move (or a couple of moves) of probability smaller than e-Ai3.
7 . We have the following a priori estimates:
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Lemma 7.87  Let n(T3eSll3,A ) be the number of moves in [0 ,T 3eSl ]^ of probability 
< e - A>3. Then for all 6 > 0
p(n(T3eil/J, A) > = SES. (7.88)
Lemma 7.87 implies th a t the number of red particles created in [0, T3eS l is less than 
e(<5i+<5)/3 with probability 1 -  SES.
Lemma 7.89  Let v(t) be the number of visits to A of a QRW describing a red particle 
during a time t. Then
P (v(t) > (logi)3) < i e - K(logt)2. (7.90)
for some k >  0.
From Lemmas 7.87 and 7.89 we obtain tha t with probability 1 — SES the number 
of instability intervals containing intervals of type lb  is less than es2,3 with 62 > 61 
arbitrary. In a similar way we can prove the following:
Lemma 7.91 There exist 63(61,62,7), satisfying l im ^ ^ ^ o 63(61,¿2,7) =  0, and 
A, > 0 such that for all (i > f30 and t < T3eSlt3 with probability 1 — SES:
(i) The total number of instability intervals of type lb  in [0 ,t  A r jc ]  is less than es'sl3.
(ii) The total number of instability intervals of type la  in [0, t A rjs] is less than 
e { A - U + 6 3)(3_
(Hi) The total number of instability intervals [ii, ¿2] of type la  in [0 ,iA rq ]  such that 
in [t\ — e{& -u + ii+ i3)P ^ there exists an interval of type lb  is less than eSs^ .
(iv) The total number of instability intervals of type 2 in [0 ,t  A t<j £] is less than es'sl3.
8 . We now return to  the estimate of the 2-nd, 3-rd, 4-th term  in the r.h.s. of (7.78). 
By applying Lemmas 7.75 and 7.91 we obtain:
p(a™  n g c n M } n {Ah 1}2 > A}) <
P(A™ n {^1 G Cfi, 16} n  {Ah 1}2 > U }) < e ( - u+si+s*w + SES (7.92) 
p(a™  n {jji g Cfi,2} n  {A h 1}2 > A}) < e (u-&+si+53)0 +  SES.
9 . Next we have to  control the term  P (A p . Let us denote by r, < T 3 eSl>3 A r t h e  
times of arrival of red particles in A up to  time T3eSl>3 A r^c (including if the exit
'-'17 '-'17
is due to  the arrival before T 3 eSl>3 of a red particle inside an instability interval). We 
observe that, by Lemmas 7.75 and 7.91, for each r, the delay time DT(T3e<51'3 A rr-C, a*)
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spent by the red particle inside A is less than eUi3+(Sl+S3'li3 with probability 1 — SES, 
where au denotes the coloration time of the red particle.
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Lem m a 7.93 There exist 64(61, 63), satisfying lim ^,534.0 4^(^1>^ 3) =  0; an<$ A> > 0
such that for all ¡3 > fig, to > 0 and T  > 0 with to + T < T3eSlf3
P(3rj £ \to, to +  T]) < [e - {A- u)f3 +  e r Af3T  log i0] eiif3. (7.94)
Let P (la ), P(16), P(2) be the probabilities of the events where a red particle arrives 
during an instability interval of type la , lb, 2 , respectively. Obviously,
P(A*p < P (la ) +  P(lfe) +  P(2). (7.95)
By using Lemmas 7.75, 7.91 and 7.93, we have
P(lfe) < SES +  P^3 an interval [ii, ¿2] C [0,T3eilf3 A Tgc] of type lb  
with t 2 —1\ < eSlf3 and 3r, £ (¿1 ,^2))
<  SES +  2 e - {A- u - Ss- Si)l3
< SES +  P ^ 3  an interval \t\,t2] C [0,T 3eSl/3 A T£S] of type 2 
with t2 — ti < eu  13+5x13 and 3 r, £  (¿1 ,^2) )
(7.96)
As far as the term  P (la ) is concerned, we have to  distinguish between two cases 
depending on the existence of an interval of type lb  at a distance less than e^u+il+i3^  
from the interval of type la  we are considering:
la  n  {3 interval of type 16 in [ti — e(c/+<5l+<53^ , i i ] } j
<  2 e - (A - U - 5 3 - S i )l3
(7.97)
la  fi { ¿3 interval of type 16 in [t\ — e (u+6-i+63)P ^ j
<  e - ( A - U - S 1- S 3- S 4)l3^
Indeed, in this last case the first term  in the estimate in Lemma 7.93 is absent, since 
it comes from the event th a t there exists a creation time au a t a distance less than 
gi^+ii+ ia)'3 from the interval of type la  we are considering and this is forbidden by 
the event {/5 interval of type 16 in [t\ — e(c/+<5l+<53^ ,  ii]}. (See (7.119) in the proof 
of Lemma 7.93 below.)
10 . It remains to  estimate the probability of exit by contraction. This is given by 
the following:
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L em m a 7.98 There exists ¿5(7 ) satisfying lim7.j.o ¿5 (7 ) =  0 an<$ ft0 > 0 such that for
all f3 > /3q
ip (a™ n g Ct,, 0} n {A Hh2 = 2 u>)
(7.99)
+  p ( a ^  n  G Crj,la} n  { A tfi ,2 =  C/}) < e- [ (2 ^ -^ ) (^ i- l) -W
This completes the proof of Proposition 7.43 for the case ij G X 3 \  £.  QED
11 . For the case f j £ £  we can proceed in a similar way. We indicate here only the
differences with the case fj G X 3 \  £ .
The characterization of the set C f  can be done as follows. By Lemma 5.13(iii), 
we know th a t T ( C f )  =  C f  0 X 3 = C f  n  X 2. A direct check shows th a t H(fj ' ) G 
{H(f j ) ,  H (fj) +  A — U, H (fj) + U ,H (fj) +  A} for any fj' G C f .  Moreover, configurations 
with H(fj ' )  >  H(fj) + U are not in X\. Indeed, if such an fj' is not O-reducible, then this 
inequality implies th a t for each fj" with H(f j")  < H(fj ' )  we have H (fj' ,fj") > H( f j ' )+U,  
and so if we choose fj" = fj, then we obtain H(fj ' , f j )  > H(fj) + U + U,  which contradicts
tc (1 6 , 2) =  0, tc (2 ,  la ) =  00, tc (2 ,  1 b) = U.
We can prove also for this case the result in Lemma 7.91, and the rest of the proof 
follows exactly the same calculations performed for the case fj G X 3 \  £.
Thus the partition of the set C f  uses 
C f  =  { r f £ C f n x 3}
C f a =  ^  € q u  n  ( x  \  X,)  with H(fj ' )  =  H(fj)  +  U}
C fib  = {'n' £ C f  n ( X \ X 1) with H(fj ' )  = H(f/) + A}
C f 2 = {fj' g C f  n ( f t  \  X 2) with H(fj ' )  = H(fj) + A -  U}.
(7.100)
The exit costs in this case are given by
fj' G C f  : EC (fj') = 2 U
f j ' £ q % :  EC (fj') = U
f j ' £ C l % :  EC (fj') = U
fj' G C f 2 : EC (fj') = A,
(7.101)
where we use th a t 2 U — A < y . The transition costs are given by
tc (0 ,  la ) =  U, tc (0 ,  16) =  A, tc (0 ,  2) =  00 
TC(la, 16) =  00, TC(la, 2) =  00, tc (1 6 , la ) =  00 (7.102)
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In this section we prove the lemmas th a t were used in Section 7.7.
Proof o f Lemma 7 .69 . (i) Let t \ , i 2 be the side lengths of r], with 0 < ¿2 —i i  < 1, and 
let 7  be its contour. For any fj' such tha t [7 ' | < |7 |, we have n '0 < no — ti-  On the other 
hand, by the results in Section 4 we know th a t l i ( J'V/1 .f2, J'V/1(.£2_ 1 )) >  r(fj) +  A  + H(fj), 
so th a t such a configuration fj' is not in C.-,-r  In the same way, by using the results 
in Section 4, we immediately see th a t if n '0 > no +  2 or n '0 < no — t \  + 1, then the 
configuration fj' is not in C.-,-r
(ii) Equation (7.70) follows from (i) and the fact th a t no is the maximal number of 
internal particles given a contour of length |7 |. To prove th a t r\' G X 2, we only have 
to  observe th a t 7 ' must be a monotone contour, after which we can apply Proposition 
5.11. To evaluate the exit cost of rf,  note th a t
H(ri') =  H(fi) +  £'(2U -  A), (7.103)
while, by the definition of EC in (7.68),
H(r f )  +  EC(ij') -  H(fj)  >  r{fj) +  A >  (4  -  1)(2U -  A) +  A. (7.104)
So we obtain
EC (fj') > ( i 1 - \ -  £')(2 U -  A) +  A. (7.105)
(iii) We argue by contradiction. Suppose th a t [7 ' | =  [7 ! + 2, n ' = 0 and fj' G Cfj fi X 2. 
Then, since n '0 < no + 1, we have
H(fj') >H(f j )  + U — (2U -  A). (7.106)
But
H ( f j ' , f j ) - H ( f j ' ) > A .  (7.107)
Hence
H(fj' , f j ) > A  + A ^ U  +  H(fj) > r(fj) + H(fj), (7.108)
which contradicts the hypothesis fj' G Cn. So fj' ¥  ^ 2 - To compute EC (fjr), we note 
th a t
EC (fj') > H(fj) -  H(rj') + r(fj) +  A, (7.109)
and since
H(fj) -  H(fj') = ( - 2U + A )(n0 -  n'0) -  U, (7.110)
we obtain the result.
(iv) In a similar way, H(fj') >  H(fj) +  2U — (2U — A), and if fj' G X\,  then
H(fj ' ,  fj) >  A +  U +  H(fj)  >  r(fj) +  H(fj).  (7.111)
Now EC (fj') =  U,  since
H(fi ' )  + U -  H(fj)  >  A +  U >r( f i )  + A. (7.112)
7.8 P roof o f the lem mas in section 7.8
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(v) Note tha t
H(fj') =  (^2C/ +  A K + - | h " |  +  A > (_ 2C/ +  A ) + ^ ( | V | - | 7 l) +  A +  H(^), (7.113) 
so if |7 '| > |7 |, then
H(fj ' ) >  - 2 U +  A +  U + A +  tf(jj) =  2A -  U +  H(fj) > r(fj) + H(fj),  (7.114)
while if [7 ' | =  |7 | and fj' G X\, then
H(fj' ,fj) > U  + H(r f )  >  U + 2A -  2U + H(ij) > r(fj) + H(fi). (7.115)
Also in this case we have th a t EC(fj') = U,  since H(fj ' )  + U — H(fj) > r(fj) + A.
(vi) If I7 '| > |7 | +  4 or n! > 1, then H(fj') > U +  A +  H(fj) > r(fj) + H(fj) or 
//(//) > 3 A -  2U +  H (fj) >  r(fj) +  H(fj). QIC I)
P roof o f Lemma 7 .75 . The claim is an immediate consequence of Proposition 6.2. 
QED
P roof o f Lemma 7 .85 .
1. Let s = 0, s' = la . Then \y2\ =  |7 i | +  2 and no,i =  « 0,2, since the move 
f) 1 —^ % has to  be inside A0. Therefore H(fj2) — H(f]i) = U.  Analogously, let 
s = 0, s' = lb. Then (721 =  |7 i| +  4 and no,2 =  « 0,1 or (721 =  |7 i | and n 2 = 1, so tha t 
H(f}2) -  = 2U A A_= A.
2. The transition fj 1 G Cf-1:o ^  V2 G Cf-h2 is not possible. Indeed, we have H(f j i )  ^  
H(fj2 ), since fji is not 0-equivalent to  fj2, and if H(f j i )  < H(f j2), then the move 
fj2 —^ fji shows th a t fj2 X\, while if H(f j i )  > H(f j2), then the move fji —¥ fj2 shows 
th a t fji ¥  X\ .
3. If s = la,  s'  = lb, then we have two possibilities:
(1 ) I72I =  |7 i | +  2 and n\  =  n 2 = 0,n o,i =  n 0,2;
(2) I721 =  |7 |, I711 =  |7 | +  2 and n 2 =  1 , m  =  0.
In the first case H(f j 2 ) — H(f j i )  = U,  in the second case the move must be between 
A0 and the ring A \  A0, so no ,2 =  « 0,1 — 1 and H(fj2 ) — H(f j \ )  = (—2 U + A)(no ,2 —
^0,1) +  y(|72| — I'Ti I) +  ^  =  _ _
4.  The transition fji G Cfj,ia —¥ fj2 G Cf-h2 is not possible. Indeed, we have H(f j i )  ^  
H(fj2 ), since fji is not 0-equivalent to  fj2, and [7 1 1 =  [7 ! +  2 =  (721 and no,i =  no,2 , 
since rii = n 2 = 0, but this is a contradiction.
5 . If s = lb, s' = 2, then we have a creation cost zero (as given, for instance, by the 
transition in which a particle reaches the square or quasi-square cluster). A similar 
argument holds for the case s = lb, s' = la.
6 . The transition 2 l a  is forbidden by an argument similar to  th a t used in the 
transition l a  —¥ 2 .
7 . If s = 2, s' = lb, then we have two possibilities:
(1) I721 =  M +  4, I7 1 1 =  |7 | +  2 and rn = n 2 =  0;
(2) I721 =  |7 |, I711 =  |7 | +  2 and n 2 = 1 , m  =  0.
In both cases we have H(f j 2 ) — H(f j i )  = U.  QED
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Proof o f Lemma 7 .87 . This is an elementary large deviation estimate for a binomial 
distribution obtained by applying an exponential Chebyshev inequality. QED
Proof o f Lemma 7 .89 . For any t > 1
P(v(t) > (logi)3)
< p fia* ; € [0,i] : 3 (logi)3 IRW’s starting at 8 A
j  \  (7.116)
and returning to  A within time t )
^*0-  -  k tt)(l0gt)3 
where we use Proposition 3.2. QED
P roof o f Lemma 7 .91 .
(i) Let N' ( l b )  be the number of instability intervals containing at least an interval of 
type lb  within time T3eSl/3 A rjc . For any 82 > 8± let 8 = s'2^ S l. We have
F(N'(lb) >  es'2f3) <  P^n(T3eSl/3, A) >  e(Sl+S)/3'} +  p(p(T3eSlf3) >  eS/3J
+  p({N '(lb) > ei2l3j  n {n(T3eillS, A) < e(*i+W} n { v(T3eSl'3) >  e5^ }).
(7.117)
By using Lemmas 7.87 and 7.89, we get P(iV'(lfe) > e52'3) < SES.
In any instability interval containing intervals of type lb , the maximal number of 
intervals of type lb  is e ^ 1+<5^  with probability 1 ^SES for any 8 > 0. This follows from 
Lemma 7.85 and the analogue of Lemma 7.87 for the quantity n (T 2 eSl>3, U). Thus, 
we have th a t the to tal number N(lb) of intervals of type lb  within time T 3 eSl@ A rgc 
is smaller than eSst3 with probability 1 — SES for 83 > 28\.
(iv) The number N(2) of intervals of type 2 is estimated by N(2) < N(lb), again by 
Lemma 7.85.
(ii) W ith similar arguments we can conclude th a t the number N ' ( l a )  of intervals 
of type la  starting from an interval of type 0 is, with probability 1 — SES, smaller 
than e (A- c/+<5i+ ,5)i3) anf[ the number of intervals of type la  contained in an instability 
interval containing intervals of type lb  is less than es>3, for any 8  > 0, so th a t N ( l a )  < 
N ' ( l a )  +  N '( lb )e Si3.
(iii) By using th a t N(lb) < es'sl3, we can estimate the number of intervals of type la  
contained in a union of intervals with to tal length e(A- c/+<5i+2,53)i3 using the same 
argument as in (ii). QED
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P roof o f Lemma 7 .93 . Let a k be a coloration time. If to < eUi3+(Sl+S3'li3, then 
P(3r* G [t0,t0 +  T}) < p (3 a*  G [0 ,e ^ + ( il+ is^  +  T])
S 3 (3 U 0  +  (5 1 + 5 3 ) 0 _ i_ T
< E  E  V ( a k = s) + SES (7-1 18 )
k=1 8=0
<  e -A l3 + S3l3^e U l3+ (S1+S3)l3 +  +  S E S .
On the other hand, if t0 > eu^ Sl+Ss^ ,  then 
P(3rj G [t0, t0 +  T])
= p({3t* G [tQ, tQ +  T]}  n { a k G [tQ -  e ^ + ( il+ is^ , i 0 +  ?1})
+ p({37i G [to, to +  T]} n { a u <  to -  e ^ + (il+is^ } )
eS3? t0+T
< E  E  V (a k = s)
k = 1 s=t o — eu ^+(si + s3)0
t 0 - e ci'3+(5l + 53)'3 to+ T‘ ,
E  E  E  M {«*! =  «} n  {QKVVt_ g_DT(t,ak) (®k) G A
k=1 s=0 t=t0 v
2 . For QRW similar estimates hold as for SRW. n a m e ly
lo 
t
SES.
(7.119)
m ax P (Q R W t =  x) < K l0g t . (7.120)
Indeed, we can write
QRW t =  SRW t +  J P t (7.121)
where JP* is a sum of jumps
l/(t)
JP t = ^ 2 -J n  (7.122)
n=0
with | J n \ < 2lo and with v(t)  estimated in Lemma 7.89.
3 . From (7.120), using th a t DT(T3e'51'3 A T ^ , a k )  < eSu+Sl+S3'lt3 with probability
1 — SES, we obtain
P ( 3 r j  G [t0 , t 0 +  T ])
< e-(A-63)p (eUp+iSi+WP +  T )
t0-\-T t0 — eu^ + i-Sl + S3^  (7.123)
V' V' p — A0+630 _____ 1______ L opo
^  e  + _ g _ e ((7  +  « i+ « 3 ) / 3  ~t=t0 s=0
<  e - ( A - 5 3)/3^e [7/3+(5i+53)/3 +  y )  +  e - ^ + s ^ T \ o g t 0 +  SES.
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QED
Proof o f Lemma 7 .98 .
1. For to =  no — t \  + 2 , . . . ,  no + 1, define
Cjj (to) — Cjj n A/m, (7.124)
where Afm =  {r}' G X : n'Q +  n' =  to}. By Lemma 7.69, C-,j = We
note th a t the sets C^(to) are not necessarily connected. We write
Let (j ( m) ,  j  G N, denote the return times to  the set C^(to) within T 3 eSl^  A t<j£, i.e., 
(i(to ) =  (T3 eSlt3 A t Cc ) A m in ji >  0: % G ^ ( to )}
CJ.(to) =  (T3 eSlt3 A r q )  A min{i > Cj(m): % £  Cfl(m)} (7.126) 
C,'+1(to) =  (T3 e ilf3  A t Cc) A m in ji > C'Am): % G C«(to)}.T? J
2 . Let too be the minimal index to, i.e., too =  no —1\ +  2. We say th a t the process 
(%)t>o exits by contraction from the set Cfj(mo) if it exits without increasing the 
number of particles in A, i.e., if ExeA %(x ) =  m o f°r all i < Tc?(m0)- ^l16 events
Cf){> to) =  | J  Cfj(m'). (7.125)
A™ n g 4 o }  n {Afflj2 = 2u} 
n {m  G c nM}  n { A H 1}2 = u } (7.127)
the process (f]t)t>o exits from Cfj by visiting Cfj(mo) and then leaving it by contraction. 
So we have the estimate
+ p (a ^  n G c nM)  n {AH h 2  = u } )
(7.128)
+P^m ax{* >  1: Q < T 3 eSl/3 A rc-«} > eSsl3 j .
3 . By using the coupling between (f]t)t>o and (r]t)t>o we obtain
sup Wy T >0 exits by contraction from Cf)
yeCfj(mo)
(7.129)
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On the other hand, by using reversibility we can estimate for all 6  > 0
Pÿ((% )t>o exits by contraction from (^ (too)^ < e ^ 2C/_A_<5)'3. (7.130)
Moreover,
p(C i(m 0) < T 3 es^  A r ^ )  < P ( r c- , (roo) < T 3 es^  A r ^ ) ,  (7.131)
and thus we obtain
r.h.s. of (7.128) < eis^ P ( r ^ (roo) < Tge51'3 A tSc) e- ( 2t / - z \ -5)/3
(7.132)
+ P (  max{* >  1: C* < T 3 e5l/3 A r^ }  > e5sl3 J.
4.  Each entrance into the set C^(mo), i.e., each (¿(too), is a time at which a particle 
exits from A and so it is the endpoint of an interval of type lb . So, by Lemma 7.91, 
we have th a t the last term  in (7.132) is SES. The proof of the lemma can now be 
concluded by iteration after we note th a t on the event {t£_(TOo) < T3eSl@ A r ^ }  the 
process (%)*>o exits from the set C^(> too) by visiting Cfj(mo +  1) and then leaving 
it by contraction. QED
7.9 Additional results
We close by collecting two consequences of Proposition 7.9 th a t will be needed in 
Section 8. The first concerns the creation of a 2 x 2 droplet from □ , which is the start 
of the nucléation path.
Proposition 7.133  There exists 6$ =  ôe(ôi,,y) >  0, satisfying lim^j7.j.o ô$(Si,7) =  0, 
and I30 > 0  such that fo r  all (i > (ia
P a  ( 7* 2.2 < e(AA- 2U)l3+5ef3) > e - Se/3. (7.134)
Proof. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 7.135  L e tM n =  {q £ X : N a (t]) =  n} .  Then there exists 67 =  > 0,
satisfying  lim ^ i7 o^ ¿7 (¿1 , 7 ) =  0, and /3q > 0 such that fo r  all (i > (ia
min v J t ^  < T 3 e2Sl/3)  >  e -(3A -2ity î-iT0 (7136)
»?eiv<3 V '
This result implies Proposition 7.133 as follows. For every ij £ A/4 we have Pjî( t t î2i2 <
T2e<51'3) > e ~ s *3 for any 6  > 0, and so
>  Pn (tAT4 < e (4A-2tf)0+i'/^ e -i/î V0 < S' <  06
(7.137)
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and the probability in the r.h.s. of (7.137) is 1 — SES if 6' >  26i +  67. Indeed, if 
W 4 >  e (4A - 2U)0+<> ^  then in any subinterval of length T 3 e2Sl13 contained in the 
interval [0, eS4A^ 2U'li3+s i3] we have not yet reached A/4. By (7.136), the probability of 
this event is SES if 61 >  25\ +  67. QED
Proof o f Lemma 7 .135 .
1 . It suffices to  show th a t P□ ( %  < T3e2Slf3) >  e - ( 3 A - 2 U)/3 - gr/3  ^ inf[eefi) by using 
the recurrence to  X3 within time T3eSl>3, we have
P,(r.v4 < T 3e2^ )
> P„ ({w 4 < T3e2i^ }  n {W4 > t*2}) (7.138)
> P q (w 4 < T3e2S^  -  T2eSl^ F ( T ^  >  T2es^ )  -  SES.
2 . Let
A = { r / £  X 0: N At_ xK( r i ) >4} .  (7.139)
Then
] ( w 4 < T3e25^ )  >  P n  ({tu  <  \T3e25^ }  D { w > 2 >  §T3e25^ } )
x min P,,(Va/-4 < T3e_ i '3'). 
rieAnAf<2 V f
(7.140)
The first probability in r.h.s. of (7.140) can be estimated by using (3.7) and recalling 
th a t |A/_ | =  e}A^ t3:
({r.4 < \T3e2^ }  n {w >2 > | r 3e25^ } )  
i f e S ) 4( i ^ P ( w , 2 < | r 3e2^ ) )^ \ I \ ' — a " / I
(7.141)
>  p - ( 7 + 2 5 i ) 4 / 3  / 1 ______ [A[2 \
-  e V1 )
- —0> g 10 .^
The second probability in the r.h.s. of (7.140) can be estimated by similar standard 
estimates on SRW. Indeed, the fact th a t ij € A  allows us to  estimate from below by 
e -A[3 - j ^[3 j.jjg probability th a t a particle arrives in A a t time t, provided t  > ^T 3 e~ i f3. 
If we denote by t { , t 2 , t 3, t |  the random times corresponding to  the arrival of the first
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4 particles, then we obtain
min Pjj(tjv4 < Tze - i (j)
i  Tse -S'?
> min £  ^ n (Ti = ^W n (T2 = t)
rj€AnM<2 t = l T e-5'0 "
3 (7.142)
X E  P , W = t 3) E  f , ( r i = Î 4)P (D 2)P(D3)
t-3=t t.4 = t3
> e-(3A -2U)0 - ^ 0 ^
where D 2 is the event th a t the first two particles form and stay a dimer until time 
euP~wP and D 3 the same for a trimer. QED
The second consequence of proposition 7.9 concerns some estimates for the tran­
sition probabilities of the reduced Markov chain. Let r,, i £ No be as in Definition
7.3 and let n  =  m in jr,: r)Ti $  £ 3 (t]To)},  i.e., the first time r, a t which the reduced 
Markov chain changes configuration.
Proposition 7.143  Let 5 be as in Proposition 7.9.
(i) I f  fj £ H ilre2 with i i  < t c and fj' £ 1Z(1 +i r(2, then
mm Ji „ i
V€lrj
,({rifl £ I n,} n { fi < e(2A- u+S)f3}') > e- A - v - r ( n ) + m ^  (7.144)
rii) I f  fj £ Ti-iïri2 >  4  and € 1Z(1 +i r(2, then
m inP  J { t ] Ti £ I n,}  n { n  < e (2A -W )/3}'\ >  e—2s/3 ' (7J45)
»JG I f ,  \  /
(in) I f  i) is a lacunary set and r/j, j  = 0 ,1 , . . .  , n  (n £ Nj, is the sequence o f configu­
rations defined in Proposition 7.9(Hi), then
_  min _ i min P„. G J%+1} n { n  < e(2A -u+i)^^ > e- 2i£ (7.U6)  
Proof, (i) Estimate
«Vw, e ‘rt = , FR^ l  ' > ....  FR^:!r) , ,, (7-1«)
rjelfj v" €X3,rj" 3(ij)
where O (|A|) > 0 is some constant depending only on |A|. By Proposition 7.9(i,iv), 
we have
P„(ifo £ In') > e - ^ - lJ- r{f))+2S^  (7.148)
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By Proposition 7.9 (i), we also have
e ( 2 A - U  +  S)0
P„(ti > e(2A-l/)/3+5/3) < ses +  [ p * T^ 1'3
e (2 A - C J  + 3)/3
=  s e s  +  il — X) T3‘i l i ' (7-149)
e (2 A - C /  + 3)/3
<  SES +  ^1 — P r (t], Ifji )] T3Jl>3 =  SES.
Parts (ii) and (iii) follow in the same way. QED
8 Proof of the main theorem
In this section we collect the results from Sections 4-7 and prove Theorem 1.53.
8.1 Lower bound for the nucléation tim e
We begin by proving the lower bound in Theorem 1.53(c), i.e.,
lim P ^ r ,  < T_) =  0 V 5 > 0  with T_ =  T_ (/?,<*) =  e^T~S)p. (8.1)
¡ 3 - ^ 0 0  U
1. Let
A =  {t]' £ X  : H (□, r,') -  H (□) < F}, (8.2)
where H  is the local grand-canonical Hamiltonian defined in (1.49), the communica­
tion height H ( D , t]') is the obvious extension of (4.12), and H( D)  = 0.
Since F is the communication height between □  and ■, as was shown in Proposition 
4.24(iii), we have < r*  and so
P„o (7» < T_) < P ^  (t9A < T_). (8.3)
2 . To estimate the r.h.s. of (8.3) we use reversibility. For th a t it is convenient to 
pass to  the discrete-time setup. Let T,, i € No, be the successive times at which 
some clock in A* U dK* rings. Let P*( t],t]') denote the transition probabilities of the 
Markov chain th a t is obtained by observing our process at these times:
P*{ri,ril) = Ÿ n{riT1 =ri ' )-  (8-4)
Let
i* = inf{* e N0: ijTi € d A )
N! =  # {0  Ti+i - T i  <  a) ^
^ 2  =  ^ {0  i <C i*l T'i-1_1 — Ti ^
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where a > 0 is a constant th a t will be chosen shortly. Since i* = N i + N 2 and 
{ tq j, < T _} C {N 2 < T _ /a} , we have for any M  € N
(TdA < T -) <  P(iVi > M, N2 <  T -/a) +  ¥ VQ (i* < M  +  T -/a). (8.6)
Moreover,
r (jv, > m ,w> < r_/„) < (8-7)
Now pick a, M  such tha t
P ( T i< a ) < ^ ,  M  =  T -/a . (8.8)
Then the probability in the r.h.s. of (8.7) equals the probability th a t among the first 
N i + N 2 of a sequence of Bernoulli trials with success probability < |  a fraction at 
least |  is successful. However, this probability is SES, and so we get
P*Q ( T d A  <  T - )  =  SES +  P„Q (** < 2T _/o). (8.9)
3 . Let us next consider the Markov chain obtained from our process when some clock 
in the large volume rings. Let P(t],t]') denote its transition probabilities. This 
Markov chain is easily seen to  be reversible w.r.t. the same invariant measure v  as 
the continuous-time process. From this observation we deduce the reversibility of the 
Markov chain with transition probabilities given by in (8.4). Indeed,
P*(r},r}')
00
=  P{n,n')  +  E  E  P(v,m)  x ••• x P(% _i,i/)
t=2 ....vt-i
1A =T?1 A (*= 1 ......i_1)
=  M H V ' , V ) + E  E  P ( f f , r i ^ 1) x - - - x P ( r i 1,ri)}
K ' ' L i — 9  »71........ V t - 1 -It=2 v -i
Vi 1A =T?1 A <i= 1 ......i - 1 )
v(rj'
Hence we get
PVQ(i* < 2T_/o)
2 T _ / a
(8 .1 0 )
-  E  E  P*(rh ,r}2 ) x - - - x P * ( r n^ 1 ,rn )
K u; i=i T7i.fe2... tA1 1 /
r}t€dA
<  —  S U p  •
From (8.2), (8.9), (8.11), Proposition 4.24(iii) and Proposition 9.6 we get the result. 
Namely, we replace v  by n, making an error th a t is SES because lim ^ o o  log |A^| =
oo, and we use th a t sup e^0_4 < eFf3 because of (8.2) (recall 4.10).
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8.2 Upper bound for the nucleation tim e
Next we prove the upper bound in Theorem 1.53(c), i.e.,
lim P _  (7*  > T+) =  0 V 5 > 0  with T+ =  T+(/3,6) =  ei3(r+S). (8.12)
ƒ?-> 00 u
1. The idea is to  construct an event E l e a d i n g  from any ij G X  to  ■  in an 
appropriate time T  =  T ( ( i ,8 ) and having a sufficiently large probability. Let us first 
describe this event in words. The time T  will be chosen of the form T  =
for a suitably small 6  > 0. Note that, for ¡3 sufficiently large, y  > with = 
e ( A + f ) / 3 _ given jj £ j |=]) we know from Proposition 5.20 th a t within time our 
process visits X 3 with a large probability. Then, by Proposition 5.11 (iii) and Remark
(2) following it, either of the two following situations prevails:
1. There exist i ,£ ' G No \  {1}, \l —1'\ < 1 such th a t our process visits TZ(rc  within 
time T+.
2. The process passes through a configuration containing a large lacunary square 
or quasi-square (recall Remark (2) in Section 5.2).
In case 2, within another time y  with a large probability our process goes to  a large 
(highly supercritical) square or quasi-square. Indeed, it follows from the results in 
Section 7 th a t for ¡3 sufficiently large this happens within a time e (-2U+^ ^  for any
6  > 0. But for 6  > 0 small we have y  > e(2C/+^ '3.
From the square or quasi-square present in each configuration in 1Zire ,  we grow fol­
lowing a sequence of squares or quasi-squares of increasing side lengths, leading even­
tually to  ■. Of course, it may happen th a t the initial square or quasi-square is empty 
(£ = £' = 0 ). i.e., the configuration on which we fall during the first part of our event 
is just □.
2. Let us now give precise definitions. We set
T + =  e ( A + | ) j T + =  e ( 2 t / + | ) / 3 _
For i) G X ,  define the set of trajectories
E (1L  =  {<j): <j)0 = rh 3 0 < t  < T+: fa  G * 3}. (8.14)
Let Q be the set of square or quasi-square configurations:
Q =  , (8.15)
and recall th a t Q = X%\ £ . For ij G X 3 , define the set of trajectories
E (2L  =  {fa <j)0 = V, 3 0 < t < T+: fa  G Q} (8.16)
»7^ 4
and put
T2 =  T2 (<j>) = in f ji  > 0 :  fa  G Q}. (8.17)
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Note th a t for any r] £ X 3 \ Q  the interval — t x 3 is strictly positive, while for any 
r) £ X 3 n  1Z(r(i with £, £' £ N \  {1}, \£ — £'\ < 1 it is zero and the corresponding set
E w' , is trivial.V,TZ
3. Given 4,4 £ No \  {1}, \£i — £21 < 1, we next introduce T as the set
of trajectories starting from TZ(lre2 and passing (at the successive times 7 1 , 72, . . .  
of return to  X 3 to  a different configuration in A) through the following sequence 
tp =  ip i, 1P2 , ■ ■ • of pairs of integers:
-  ( 4 ,  £ 2 ) =  (£ ,  £ ) ,  £  >  2 :  ÿ  =  (£ ,  £ ) ,  ( £  +  1 ,  £ ) ,  ( £  +  1 ,  £  +  1 ) , . . . ,  ( 4 , 4 ) .
-  (4 , 4 ) =  (£,£+ 1 ), £ > 2 : xjj= ( £ , £ + l ) ,  ( £ + ! , £ + I),  ( £ + ! , £ +  2) , . . . ,  (4 , 4 )­
-  ( 4 , 4 )  =  (0, 0): ^  =  (0,0), (2,2), (2,3), ( 3 ,3 ) , . . . ,  ( 4 ,4 ) -
More precisely, put To =  0 and, for i £ N,
n  =  min{t  > Tj_i: % £ X 3 \  I m j ,  (8.18)
where % = %\a - (The r, are the random times at which the reduced Markov chain 
changes configuration inside A; see Definition 7.3.) Let 1ZV be the sequence of sets of 
configurations TZ(rc  with (£,£') following the sequence rp. Then we define
= &T0 e ' ■^(1 ,(21 ^Ti £ V* £ N
„ s (8.19)
m axj(rj+i — r*) < e (AA 2 U + 2 W j .
4. Our event E ^ t can now be defined as
E Vit =  [ J  {EW  + n K = f t } } n { E ^ + n f e ^ 2 } } n E ; 3>r  (8.20)
Vi£X3,V2£ Q
We will estimate the probability of each of the parts.
5 . We have, for ¡3 sufficiently large,
inf inf P J E (%) >  e- ( r - 4A+2i / - |) £  21)
tui2venei,e2
Indeed, suppose first th a t (4,4) =  (0,0). Then it follows from Proposition 7.133 
and 7.143 tha t
P ^  ( 7-1 £  112 , 2 ,  n  <  e - ( 4 A - 2 [ / + f  ) / 3 j  x  J
(8.22)
min P^ (r/Tl £ 1 l Vi+l, n  < e(^+A+f x  e- (A-[/-ri)/3j 
rjevi V '
where x  denotes logarithmic equivalence in ¡3 and, for tpi = (£ , £+  1) or tpi = (£,£) 
with £ < 4, we put rj =  (2U — A)(£ — 1). If, on the other hand, £ >  4, then we have 
by Proposition 7.143 tha t
P ^; (r}Tl £ H Vi+1, n  < e (2A - u+ i w )  x  1. (8.23)
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The case (¿1 ,^2) 7  ^ (0,0) can be treated in a similar way: it turns out th a t the worst 
lower estimate corresponds to  the case (¿1 ,^2) =  (0,0). Equation (8.21) follows from 
an immediate computation.
6. It follows from Propositions 6.2 and 7.9 th a t for all r] £ X  and r]i £ X3
P ( E « +) x  1, P(E<2) +) x  1. (8.24)
'h-*3 '11 ii 4
From (8.20), (8.21) and (8.24) we thus get
P(E^iT) >  e -(r-4A +2l/+f)£ (g^g)
We can now apply Proposition 2.13 with 
v  = vn ,
T  =  e (4A-2[/+f)/3) rpt =  rptt =  e (r+5)/3) (8.26)
A = m,B = x , p  =  e- ( r - 4A+2[/+|)/3
to  complete the proof.
8.3 The gate for the nucléation
In this section we prove Theorem 1.53(b).
1 . Abbreviate
N(rj) = N K(rj) = Y i n (x) (8-27)
xeA
and consider the sets
G = {n £ x  
G ~  =  { v t x  
g° =  { r ] £ x
N(r/) < £c(£c -  1) +  2}
N(r}) = £c(£c -  1) +  1} (8.28)
N(r}) = £c(£c -  1) +  2}.
Given a path <f> = <f>i,. . . ,  4>m (to £ N) with <¡>1 = □ , <pm =  ■. let i° = i°(<f>) be the 
first hitting time of Q°:
i° = inf{* £ N: <f>i £ GQ}. (8.29)
Then
H(<j>io) = ii(0 jo _ 1) +  A, (8.30)
since H  increases by A when we add a particle to  A.
2. We have
lim P VQ(v  ^  J = 0 .  (8.31)
/3-*oo ’
Indeed, since P„Q(Tgo < r* ) =  1, it follows from Theorem 1.53(c) tha t
lim P
¡3-s-oo u
(rg o  > e (r+S)i3^ = 0  V5 > 0. (8.32)
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H (□, Q - \  T>Te_ U e ) < H ( V l _ U c ) +  U. (8.33)
Using (8.33) we can deduce, via an argument based on reversibility similar to  the one 
used to  prove (8.1 1 ), tha t
< c ,r+* w ) = 0 .  (8.34)
3. The claim now follows from (8.32) and (8.34) after choosing 5 sufficiently small.
8.4 C riticality for squares and quasi-squares
In this section we prove Theorem 1.53(a).
1. For with 0 < l \  < £2 and \i\ — £2 1 < 1, let denote the set of 
all configurations whose restriction to A gives rise to a single square or quasi-square 
strictly larger than R.tlrt2, i.e.,
K XA,e2) = y  (8-35)
where (¿1 ,^2) > (¿1 ^ 2) (with l \  < £2 , £1 < £2 ) means either £\ > £ \,£ i >  £2 or
4  =  £ u £ 2 > £2. Let
»<«.*) = { U Rf, }^ \ { U R , (8.36)
( l l A )  (Îl,Î2)>(il,i2)
Similarly, we define TZ<it i ^ 2') and 1 Z -^ 1,i2\
2. Let us first consider the subcritical case. W ith the help of reversibility, like in 
(8.1 1 ), we can prove that, for every ô > 0 and every £ \,£ ,2 such th a t 0 < £\ < £2 , 
\£i — £2 ] < 1 and £\ < £c,
lim Vv ( rx x ij .i ,)  < eS 2A- lJ- i ^ ' \  = 0 .  (8.37)
p —¥ OO 1 ’ 2 \ /
Indeed, it follows from Proposition 4.24(ii) th a t the saddle of exit from 1Z -(Î1,Î2'>, i.e., 
the configurations realizing the communication height between H - ^ 1 ’i 2 '1 and 1 Z> i^l ,Î2\  
is 2A -  U.
3. For £ \ ,£ 2  such th a t 0 < £\ < £2 < £\ + 1 and £\ < £c — 1, we define a shrinking 
event E | t  containing the set of trajectories starting from TZilri 2 and passing, at 
the successive times n ,T 2, . . .  defined in (8.18), through the following sequence tps = 
'(pl,'(p2 , ■ ■ ■ of pairs of integers:
^ (£1 ,£2) =  ( £ , £ ) , £ > 2 :  r  =  ( £ , i ) , ( £ - h i ) , ( £ - h £ ~ l ) , - - - ,  (0,0).
- (£, ,£2 ) = ( £ , £ + ! ) , £ >  2: tf," = (£,£+ 1), CM), 1, ¿), 1, £ ~  1), •••, (0,0).
On the other hand, from the results in Section 4.3 we know that
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-  (4 ,4 ) =  (1, 2): ^« =  (1, 2) , (1, 1) , ( 0 , 0).
-  (4 , 4 ) =  (1, 1): r  =  (1,1) , (0,0).
_ ( 4 , 4 )  =  (0,0): '<ps is the trivial path with no move.
More precisely, we denote by TZV> the sequence of sets of configurations TZ(rc  with 
(4 4 )  following the sequence '<ps, and define
E |i i/2 — 4>t0 £ 7Zi1 }£2 ,<j)Ti £ TZV? V* £ N,
m a x * (rj+ ! -  r 4) <  e ^ u - ^ l ^ + 2u+ sv ) .
4. Let us next consider the supercritical case. Again, with the help of reversibility­
like in (8.11), we can prove that, for every ô > 0 and every 4 , 4  such th a t 4  < 4  <
4  < 4  +  1,
lim Fvs ( Tn<(ei,t2) < e[ ( w - A ) ( 4 - 2 ) + 2 M ^ = 0 . (8.39)
f3—¥ 00 £1'£2 \  /
Indeed, it follows from Proposition 4.24(i) th a t the saddle of exit from '¡Z- ( i l ’i 2 '1 is
e [ ( 2 U - A ) ( t c - 2 ) + 2 U ] 0 '
5 . For 4  < 4  < 4  < ¿1 +  1 we define a growing event E® f containing the set 
of trajectories starting from TZ(lre2 and passing, a t the successive times 7 1 , 72, . . . ,  
through the following sequence ip9 = ip f, i/’f , • • • °f pairs of integers:
-  ( 4 , 4 )  =  ( 4 ¿): ^  =  (4 ¿), (£ +  1 ,¿), (£ +  1,* +  1), • • •, ( 4 ,4 ) .
- (4,4) = (4 -i + l): i>ÿ = (4 -i + l), (^ + l, -i + l), • • •, (4,4)-
_ ( 4 , 4 )  =  ( 4 ,4 ) :  'ip9 is the trivial path with no move.
More precisely, we denote by 7Zv a the sequence of sets of configurations TZ(rc  with 
(4 4 )  following the sequence ip9, and define
E fljÎ2 — j</>: 4*to £ TZtlyt2-, fin £ TZyf Vz £ N, 
m a x j ( r j+ i  — r*) <  e (2A _c/+ '5)'3 j .
6 . In the following we abbreviate
<*. =  I  ((2A — U) — [(2 U — A )(4  — 3) +  2C/] j  
= !( [ ( 2t f - A ) ( 4 - 2) +  2C7] - ( 2A - t f ) ) .
(8.40)
(8.41)
7 . In the subcriticai case 0 < 4  < 4  < 4  +  1, 4  < I, we have, for /3 sufficiently
large,
I W  (t»  < td )  < r v ( trx « ! .^ ) < td ) . (8.42)
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¥ <'Rt l ,t2 < Ta ) < ¥ <'Rt l ,t2 < Tn > { i l , i2) < r n ) +  o ( l ) .  (8.43)
Moreover,
V ^ e i , l 2 ^ 2 A - U - ^  <  Tn > { i l , i 2) <  TD)
< P„Bii ia (eV*-u-*W  < rn > (W i, e W - W - w u + '- fV  < ^
(8.44)
We know from Proposition 7.9 th a t if 0 < t \  < l 2 < t \  + 1, t \  < t c, then for all ô > 0 
and ¡3 sufficiently large
P ^ iiii2(E |li/2) > e - ^ .  (8.45)
The first claim in Theorem 1.53(a) now follows from (8.42), (5.25), (5.27), (8.45) and 
Proposition 2.13 with
v =  vntl,l2;
T  =  e [ ( 2 l 7 - A ) ( f 1 - 2 ) + 2 l 7 + ^ - ] J0 ) T l =  T ll =  e (2 A - U - S-f))3^ ( g  4 5 )
A  =  □ , B =  p =  e-'-if3.
8 . In the supercritical case £c < l \  < l 2 < t \  +  1, we proceed in a similar way. We 
have
v vReid2 (rD < tb )  < P , ,^  ^  {Tn « M ,t2i < r B). (8.47)
On the other hand, by (8.39) we have
^ vRi1,i2 T^Ti<(t 1 't2) < T-)
(8.48)
<  F ^ , , 2 ( e V 2 U - A ^ - V + 2 U - ^  <  Tn < i e i ,i2:i <  7 * )  + o ( l ) .
Moreover,
( e W - W ' - W ü - Ï V 3 < rK<(il, 2, < r . )
(8.49)
<  <  Tn <(£1 ,£2) , e [ ( 2 A - l / ) + Î f F  <
We know from Proposition 7.9 th a t if i c < l \  < l 2 < l \  +  1, then for all ô > 0 and ¡3 
sufficiently large
p^ 1, 2(E U ) > e- 5'3- (8-5°)
The second claim in Theorem 1.53(a) now follows from (5.29), (8.48), (8.50) and 
Proposition 2.13 with
v  =  vn tl,i2,
£ X
rp =  e [ ( 2 A - [ / )  +  4 f ] /3 ) T , =  rpu =  e { ( 2 U - A ) ( i c- 2 )+ 2 U - ^ } j3 ^  (g _ 5 1 )
A  =  m ,B  =  n <{l^l2\  p =  e - S-^ (3.
On the other hand, by (8.37) we have
8
9 Appendix: comparison of ensembles
The grand-canonical Gibbs measure for our system on a torus A =  A^ c  Z 2 with 
activity z is:
n
æ€A
yrt(x)
Tj(x)
exp [-/3H(tik )} 
Z ( A , z , ( i )
(va e x A),
where XA =  {0 ,1}A x NA\A, r}A is the restriction of rjA to  A,
h(t]A) = ^ u  ^ 2  v(x)v(y)  (%  e x A)
(x,y) gA0
XA = {0 ,1}A, and
Z(A,  z, f3) =  ez A^\A  ^ ^  exp[—f3H(r]A)}
liG 'tj
(9.1)
(9.2)
(9.3)
The canonical Gibbs measure with n particles is
1
. nix 
_ZGA\A
where XA>n =  {rjA € XA: ^ x€a rAx) =  n} and
K\,n('nA) = n (9.4)
Z ( A , n , f 3 ) =  Y , n
x€A\A
1
T](x)l
exP[—f3H(riA)}. (9.5)
It is straightforward to  verify th a t both these measures are reversible with respect to 
the Kawasaki dynamics with Hamiltonian H  in (1.47).
We want to  compare the expected values with respect to  the above two measures 
of a cylindrical function ƒ with support in A. In what follows, we give an elementary 
estimate showing th a t the difference between the two expectations is inversely propor­
tional to  the to tal volume |A|. W ith the help of asymptotic expansions, like the ones 
used to  get a local central limit theorem, it would be possible to  get better estimates, 
even in more complicated situations (see Yau [24], Bertini, Cirillo and Olivieri [1]). 
However, for our purpose it suffices to  have a rough estimate.
Proposition 9.6  There exists c = c( A) > 0 such that for all ƒ: XA R with || ƒ ||oo <
(9.7)
all n € N and all A D A
C Tb
K ,«(ƒ) -  I1-a M )\ <  TTT when z =  ITT- A A
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Proof. 1 . Put v  = vA>n and \i =  \ia,z• We have
( 9 ' 8 )
where N  = N(r]) = ExeA 5 =  ƒ — M /)  and W  =  M((l +  p)^)- Note th a t 
is a probability measure: [i,9(r]) > 0 and ¿¿s (l) =  1 , \\g\\oo < 2 ||ƒ Hoo < |  and g has 
mean zero under p.
2. Let N  = N(r)) =  E x eA i?(a0 and ^  =  =  J2xeA \A rl(x )- From (9.1) we see 
th a t the grand-canonical measure factorizes:
where
iA v a ) =  M a ( % ) M a \a ( » ? a \a )  
Ms (»?a) =  M a ( % ) M a \ a ( % \ a ) ,
„ , ( „ , 1  -  __ exp[-/?g(„a)] ^ a>__
„9 =  (l+g(>?A))exp[-/?g(>;A )1 ^ (,,Al
MaUa; E,ie e^xp[-/3ii(M )]^ (’A)
and
n=0
M(iV =  n) El2oM A(^ =  n)0A(n)‘ 
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(9.9)
(9.10)
_ _  \ w ( x )
Ma \ a ( % \ a ) =  e - " IMA| n  (9 -n )
x € A \ A  ,V
From (9.9) we have
| A| _
M(liv=n) =  f i ( N = n) = t tKiN = n)[j,A\ A (N  = n  — n)
n=0 
lAl
Ms (liv=») =  fi9( N  = n) = ]T M a(^ =  w)M a\a(N = n  -  n).
(9.12)
3 . Set k =  |A \ A| and m =  n — n. Then from (9.11) we get
(rk) mp - zk
M a\a(N = m)  = -----• (9-13)
Thus
Ma\ a ( ^  = n  — n) = Ma\a(^V =  n — |A|) <f>A (n) (9.14)
with
¿A(n) =  7--------r,----------(^ )|A| " .------(9-15)(n -  n)(n -  n -  1) x . . .  x (n -  |A| +  1)
Substitution of (9.14) into (9.12) gives
( N  = n)  E s= o  Ma (n  = n ) <I>A («) (9.16)
From (9.15) it follows th a t there exists a c =  c( |A|) > 0 such th a t for all A D A
sup \<j>x{n) — 1| < ITT- (9.17)
0<n<|A| I I
4 . From (9.8), (9.16) a n d  (9.17) the result in  (9.7) follows. Q E D
Rem ark: It is clear from the above calculation th a t the assumption || ƒ||oo < \  does 
not represent any loss of generality: in the generic case we get 4c|| ƒ ||oo instead of c 
in the r.h.s. of (9.7). Moreover, the same estimate holds when the support A of ƒ is 
replaced by any A' D A: we get a different constant c =  c(A'). It is easy to  check 
th a t c(A') < k|A'| for some k  > 0.
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